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Meal Plan Changed
Following Student
Dissatisfaction

Raising the Hoof

Transfers Return to Last ]&ar's System;
Cave and Bistro to Close at Midnight
BY TALIA KROHN

News Writer

The roof is being placed on the new Admissions and Career Services
building. Construction is scheduled to be completed by May 2001.

Dr. C.T. Vivian to Visit Trinity
for Martin Luther King Day
Bv MICHAEL CARUCCI

News Writer

\
In celebration and remembrance of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. the student body and
members of the faculty are putting together various events for
January 15 and 16. As a part of
Trinity's largest Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. celebration, a
student advisory board has
planned and organized a
roundtable discussion between
Dr. C. T. Vivian, a civil rights activist since the early 1960s, and
a group of students. This event,
the only King holiday activity
organized and run entirely by
students, will be held in the
Vernon Social Center at 4:30
pm on January 16. Dr. Vivian
will give a more formal talk
later that evening.
Dr. Vivian served a pivotal
role in the Civil Rights Movement both individually and

with Martin Luther King Jr. A
personal friend of Dr. King's,
Vivian served as national director of affiliates for the Southern
Christian. Lea4©rsh% -Conference (SCLC). He also served
with Dr. King in pivotal nonviolent campaigns for social
justice in Albany, Georgia; Birmingham, Alabama; Danville,
Virginia; and St. Augustine,
Florida. Vivian also helped
King with the 1963 March on
Washington, While Dr. Vivian's
accomplishments are too extensive to list here, he has been
featured in both the famous
documentary of the Civil
Rights Movement, "Eyes on the
Prize" and a PBS documentary
"The Healing Ministry of the
Rev C T. Vivian."
The Student Advisory Board,
led by Leah Breen '01, Kadeidra
Honey '03, and Thomas (Casey)
Tischer '01, is excited to host
this round-table discussion.
Breen commented that the

subject matter of the
roundtable stating "we will focus our attention on race issues
of our generation and topics
that ase
tappjw^c^p^^tsli*
(90
next wave of activists in the
Dining
Survey
indicated
that
Civil Rights Movement."
drastic changes were indeed
see VIVIAN on page seven
necessary. Of the 288 polled stu-

SGA Seeks Ways to Improve
Communication with Faculty
BY KRISTIN POWELL

SGA Correspondent

As a result of conflicts during the last academic year and
continued SGA concern regarding the lack of communication
with the faculty, the Academic
Affairs Committee of the SGA
presented a proposal to the Faculty Conference Committee

Hartford
Goes to the
Foggs to Vote
on Charter
Revision
Hartford residents went to
the polls Tuesday to vote on a
proposal to reform the City
Charter.
The proposal would change
Hartford's city government
from the current mayor/city
manager government to a
strong mayor system.
College Democrats President Dave Alexander '03 supported the plan. "Hartford's
municipal government is in
disarray and changes need to
be made," he stated.
"This will break up the elite
power structure which has
hampered the city for years,"

Sodexho Marriott recently
announced massive changes to
next semester's meal plan, including a restoration of transfer
privileges enjoyed in previous
years. The changes stem From
widespread student dissatisfaction over this year's meal plan,
and a finding that large numbers of students planned to drop
the plan entirely if no changes
were made.
The changes to the current
plan directly address the concerns of students in regard to
the dining options on campus,
as indicated by the responses of
over 300students to theStudent
Dining Survey as well as by input from the Student Advisory

dents who were currently on
the meal plan, 90% of sophomores and 30% of juniors reported that the were unhappy
with the meal plan options, and
26% indicated they planned to
gooff the meal plan next semester if no changes were made.
Among students currently on
the meal plan, the inability to
transfer meals at the Bistro and
the Cave was the most reported
source of dissatisfaction, with
49% indicating that the ability
to transfer meals was the most
important feature of a meal
plan. Students also rated the
ability to use multiple meals at
once a close second on the importance list. Among students
currently off the meal plan, as
well as among focus group
members, the lack of the transfer option, the blackout zones at
jaye.^d Bistro during
hch and fate night hours, and
the 3-item limit on "convenience foods" were noted the
see PLAN on page seven

last week. The proposal, consisting of five points, addresses issues of
faculty-student
relations, and it is hoped by the
SGA that, if accepted by the Faculty Committee, it will increase
communication and understanding between the two institutions.
At this time, no decisions have
been made regarding the points
of the proposals. SGA President
Russell Fugett '01 and the Academic Affairs Committee have
voiced their concerns to the faculty, and they are now standing
under consideration, pending
further discussion with other
members of the Faculty Committee.
. The first request in the proposal was for the "President of
the SGA and the Chair of the

Academic Affairs Committee of
the SGA be allowed to address
the Faculty at the monthly Faculty Committee meetings or at
least once a semester for a time
of at least 10 minutes."
This concern from the SGA is
largely due to instances last
year where Fugett was placed
on the agenda at the faculty
meetings and yet, due to time
restrictions, he was not able to
speak. The SGA feels it is important to communicate its own
agenda to the faculty so that incidents like the calendar crisis
of last year can be avoided in the
future.
Professor Frank Kirkpatrick
suggested the idea that it would
be more efficient for the SGA to
have a written report circulated
see SGA on page six
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Joe Barber heads up a panel discussion
last week on Hartford Charter Revision. The panel featured
former CT Secretary of the State Miles Rappaport.
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Meal Plan Changes Set Example
As everyone on the Trinity campus surely noticed, Sodexho Marriott has offered a
new meal plan structure for the next semester. The plan, authored in conjunction
with students, contains many of the same options as last year's without the restrictions we have dealt with this semester. This experience should oEEer lessons to both
the administration and the students.
During the summer, a plan was written with little to no student input, and it met
with stiff resistance upon our return in the fall. On the other hand, this most recent
plan offering meets our requests and has been generally well received. Sodexho and
the administration actively solicited student opinion on this matter — going so far as
to pay representatives to serve on committees and focus groups. If the college made
such efforts to garner our views on other topics, they would see that empowering
students leads to better student services.
For the student body, this entire process illustrates that we do indeed have some
power in the affairs of the college. However, all too often we fail to use it, either because of apathy, lack of leadership or disunity. Yet this experience is, and should be
seen as, a victory for our collective action. If we could mobilize on other fronts with
equal veracity, we could dramatically affect several policy decisions.

Holiday Cheer

Big Brother Is
Watching You!
Big Brother is watching you.
The Hartford Police Department is watching you. The
Trinity College administration
is watching you. The spotlights
are on. Every move is recorded
and detailed. Every cigarette
smoked, book read, illicit

not defend itself. The adverse
effect, however, is that the presence of police on campus has a
chilling effect on gatherings,
freedom of expression, and action in general. At what point
does the security of police presence become surveillance? At
what point does that
presence and surveillance become stultifying?
The school's vague
_____ policy on the relationship between the Hartford Police and Campus Safety
and the dual realms of adjudication, punishment and responsibility that they imply, is very
disturbing. Where is the crossover if police become involved
in student affairs? What are we
sacrificing and willing to give
up for having invited police on
our campus?
I have a lot- of questions now,
and very few answers. I just do
not know. We as a campus
should be concerned about
the administration and
police's surveillance into our
lives. If we choose to care, we
will likely research "why" and
"what" the police are doing
patrolling Broad and Summit

Christian Sorace
Dimitri Speaks
thought, every thought written
down—you can hide nothing.
Am 1 dreaming? Or is this
Orwellian world of surveillance the direction we at Trinity College are moving
toward? The records of writeups, collecting dust on the
Deans' desks, the corpus of
knowledge of students'actions
and histories, are waiting to be
pulled out of their files. Why
worry about what goes on behind closed doors, one may ask?
Why not worry only about
what is evident and visible?
Well, what is visible?
Due to the recent number of
car break-ins and anomalous
paint-balling incidents, there
are now police officers in squad

At what point does the security of police
presence become surveillance? At what point
does that presence and surveillance become
stultifying?
cars patrolling Broad Street and
Summit Street. They are out
from 6 p.m. to 6 am., as a Campus Safety officer reported to
me, to protect our cars and
safety, at night. This raises an
important issue that I believe
should not go unnoticed.
The balance between freedom and authoritarianism is a
crucial question that has
plagued man and society for 11
time. It is axiomatic that the
more safety, the less freedom
and vice versa. Anytime a policeman is on campus, it restricts the freedom of students.
It may make us all feel safer, but
it also makes us wary of the potential imposition on our freedom to act.
I do feel safer, and so does my
3oor little automobile that can-

Streets, and how much they are
allowed to interfere with campus activity.
In addition, we might choose
to inquire why it is that we need
these police officers. Should we
be concerned as to why Trinity
College has so suddenly hired
these officers? The bottom line
is that what we really need is
information more readily available.
At some point, one must
come to grips with the question
of when does the closeness of
the relationship between the
Hartford Police, Campus Safety,
and the Trinity College administration become uncomfortable and inappropriate?
But finding the answers to
these questions is not my job. It
is yours.

Sometime during our mad rush to finish our finals and head home for the holidays,
many of us will head to the malls for gift shopping. As we pick up presents for friends
and family, we should also take the time to spread our cheer to others less fortunate.
For a small amount of money, each of us can pick up a gift to share with the children
of this city who may not have anything else on Christmas morning.
Currently in the chapel there is a Christmas tree decorated with paper ornaments
that recommend gifts for children. These gifts will be given to children of the North
End, one of the poorest neighborhoods of this city. None of them are expensive, and
everyone — students, faculty and staff — should take part in this drive. By opening
Pillow Talk would like to thank the Trinity comunity for putour hearts, we will bring joy to the life of a child and remind ourselves of what in life
ting up with its dry/lack of a sense of humor whatsoever. Howis truly important.

ever, the joys of a joyless latenight, missing profs, and countless
bitching sours the senses.
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End of the Semester

Classes are over...but then
again, so are all those crazy
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TCAC Winter Dance

So we need to go 30 minutes
offcampus for a good Party
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Campaign 2000

Now all those dips who voted
for Bush will have their due...
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The Supreme Court
A Well Lit Campus
Has Spoken...Or Has it? Will be a Safe Campus
The Supreme Court has spoken. Or
has it? In response to George W Bush's
certiorari to review the Florida Supreme
Court's decision extending by 12 days
the deadline for hand recounts in 3

define these past four weeks, serious
questions would have been raised by
Americans.
Richard A. Posner, Chief Justice, US
Court of Appeals, has said that our public actions both verbal and deliberate are
"a selection from a vast array of words
and deeds th at consciousness brings before our imagination for evaluation and
choice..."
This whole mess has been about consciousness. Today the New Yor)i Times'
website posed the question of how the
Supreme Court ruling would affect
Bush's public image. Since the certification in Florida last week, Washington
pundits have been opining on how this
"next phase" of the post-election period
will affect Gore's approval ratings.
From the first moments after Election
Day the Bush-Cheney team has with

BY JAMES CABOT
Features Editor

ain Ave., or at the foot of Vernon St. Either of these locations would provide
convenient parking, without putting the
lots temptingly close to student housing.'
An added benefit would be that our campus would no longer be marred by unsightly parking lots around every corner.
For example, a beautiful lawn between
Psi-U and Hansen was recently paved
over to provide parking. Returning this
lot to a lawn would both remove the
temptation for drunk students to pile out
of Hansen and into their immediately
accessible cars, and provide a beautiful

The Learning Corridor is fully open
and operational. To the older students
who watched it rise from an open, dusty
field, it is an impressive collection of
buildings. Driving along lower Vernon
Insights and Affairs
Street toward the Trinity campus this
past weekend, one thing in particular
struck me about the Learning Corridor:
Florida counties the High Court had this
it is beautifully lit at night.
to say: "There is considerable uncertainty
Along the entire length of lower
as to the precise grounds for the decision." The statement was taken from the
Vernon Street, and on Broad and Wash1940 ruling in the case of Minnesota v.
ington Streets between Vernon and
The crux of this issue is
National Tea Co. The nine justices (7
Brownell Avenue, attractive New Yorkthat
Trinity College is an
Democrats 2 Republicans) wrote in the
style street lights provide lighting over
unsigned, five page per curiam (decision
wide, inviting sidewalks.
urban school within an
by the entire court) that the Court was
Several things have happened over the
urban locale that acts
"uncertain" as to whether the Florida
course of the semester, both at Trinity
suburban, or even rural
and outside of our community, that
make this much more than a simple observation. Six weeks ago a student nearly
piece of grass for students to enjoy in the
struck a Campus Safety officer and then
spring and fall.
rolled his car driving from the south to
There is another corollary benefit to
north ends of campus while intoxicated.
tearing up these lots and replacing them
A week before Thanksgiving, four stuwith a central garage. When students
dents were killed in a drunken driving
drive around the campus they detract
accident near the campus of Colgate
from Trinity's "feel" as a small campus in
University, in Hamilton, NY Throughout
which students see other students walkthe semester, car burglary has been a
ing around, both during the day and at
prevalent problem on this campus. Now,
night. Encouraging students to walk
as we prepare for finals, we do so under
around campus by removing lots will
the gaze of Campus Safety and their new
add to the small community feel at Trinfriends, the many Hartford Police cars
ity.
that patrol our campus every night.
Students won't be enthusiastic about
What do each of these seemingly un- walking around, however, if the campus
related incidents have in common? They is terribly lit. Let's face it, at night the
are all related to what 1 think is a central College feels really dark. Vernon Street
problem facing the Trinity community. and Allen Pjace aje.no!: well lit, and neiTo tell ^straight, a? they $ay» TripitystW'%}#f/^3ffitriffisr'Even'the Long Walk
dents drive around our campus fre- feels dark. The lack of lighting makes the
quently, and they do so in various states campus feel unsafe, especially to females.
Court was using the state's Constitution great vigor tried to show that they were of intoxication equally as often. For any This is an urban school, and it requires or Florida statute for authority in its No- the rightful winners of the great presi- faculty or administrators who do not urban lighting in order to make students
vember 21 ruling. By interpreting the dential prize. Both Bush and Gore have believe me, I invite you to come stand on feel safe and encourage them to walk
state Constitution the Florida jurists gone on national television and thrown
around Trinity.
would have been violating the federal themselves head first into this great cirIt seems to me that there
Where does the car theft issue fit into
Constitution's grant of power to the cus in an attempt to win over American
this scheme? There is an argument that
are
two
basic
reasons
why
state Legislature. By vacating the deci- public opinion.
cars next to dorms makes them
Trinity students drive parking
As for the Supreme Court, there is
sion of its Florida counterparts, the Fedless vulnerable to theft. Campus Safety's
recklessly: laziness and a strategy for combating the problem is to
eral jurists have essentially asked the little question that the decision not to
Florida Court to better explain the rea- make a formal judgment in today's case
feeling
that the campus is encourage students not to park along
soning behind its November 21 decision. stemmed from the party lines that diSt. but in lit, patrolled campus
not safe, especially at Summit
When the Supreme Court made the vide the bench. Handing down a decilots, which tend to be near to dorms. Furnight
unprecedented decision to hear argu- sion that mirrored the kind of
thermore, Hartford Police can be seen on
ments in the case brought by the Bush partisanship so blatantly obvious in
Summit St. and around campus every
legal team 10 days ago, the general feel- Florida would have greatly undermined
Vernon Street any weekend night with night. Lighting the major streets on
ing was that of relief—relief because the the High Court's authority.
me. Furthermore, I will be frank and • which students park will surely make
Whether one likes it or not, at some
only branch of government yet to be
admit that I am not only a disinterested them more secure.
sullied in the mudslinging of this cam- point or another a decision is going to commentator, but an occasional ofSome nights I see Campus Safety drive
have to be made. But in the great confupaign was stepping up to bat.
fender.
along Summit St. with flashlights, presion
of
this
election
year
we
have
comBecause Supreme Court justices are
Why do Trinity students do this? It sumably looking for burglars between
appointed for life they are not supposed pletely lost any conception of who
seems
to me that there are two basic rea- the cars. This seems like a clear case for
to be partisan. We were told the decision should be the ultimate authority on this
sons: laziness and a feeling that the cam- better lighting!
matter?
Congress,
the
Supreme
Court,
would be fair, just, that the Supreme
pus is not safe, especially at night.
The crux of the issue is this: Trinity is
Court would be the last hurrah, the Ul- Katherine Harris? So diffuse has this
Correcting these two problems would an urban school that acts like a subursoap
opera
become,
so
overloaded
with
timate tiebreaker.
be relatively easy and would also ad- ban, or even rural, one. A dark campus is
As Linda Greenhouse noted in legal briefs and legal experts, so over the
dress a host of other problems that seem not such a problem at Bowdoin, or
initial
shock
and
fascination
are
we
Sunday's Times, the institutional effecto plague the campus.
Amherst, but imagine if there was no
amid
the
surrealism
of
Indecision
2000.
tiveness of the Supreme Court is a funcstreet lighting around NYU, Yale or CoHow
would
we
go
about
correcting
Few
predicted
things
would
ever
get
tion of its ability to speak with "one
lumbia. Every improvement to the basic
these
two
problems?
First,
Trinity
must
voice" in times of national crisis. Brown this far. 1 remember late on Election
campus infrastructure from this day
remove
many
of
the
parking
lots
that
Night,
just
as
reality
was
beginning
to
v. Board of Education and Cooper v.
forth must be done with the understandare
currently
next
to
dorms.
These
lots
unravel
into
absurdity,
watching
Aaron, both critical rulings in "the
ing that Trinity is an urban campus, in
are
an
open
invitation
for
students
to
Court's history, which set the frame- Newsweelz'sjonathan Alter on NBC dean urban neighborhood, and street depile
out
of
their
dorm
rooms
drunk,
and
scribing
the
domino
effect
of
endless
rework for the desegregation of public
schools in the 1950s, were the product counts (and litigation) that would likely drive off to area bars, or to Vernon St. frat sign must reflect this fact.
When combined with the risk posed
of a unanimous Court. With today's Su- be triggered by the first automatic re- parties. Second, Trinity must provide
adequate
street
lighting
on
all
of
the
count
in
Florida.
It
had
happened
in
by
drunk students driving around the
preme Court neatly split along partisan
lines, it would have been difficult to numerous local and state elections and streets that run through, and border, our College, both the problems and the.solucampus.
tions are clear. Fewer and larger lots, even
imagine the justices formulating a it could happen in a presidential one.
a
garage, located on a well-lit street along
Let's
address
each
of
these
problems
Tom
Brokaw
responded
with
some
unanimous ruling—and it was unanimand solutions in turn. Princeton's solu- the periphery of the campus will reduce
ity or bust/This case was too important. sort of comment along the line of this
The escape route of least offense was being America and presidential elec- tion to'the first problem has been to con- the temptation to drive drunk.
Increasing the lighting around camthe relevance of Bush v. Palm Beach Can- tions are not decided by recounts or by struct lots on the perimeter of the
campus, close enough to be convenient, pus will make the College feel safer and
vassingBoard,No.00-836 to theSupreme judges. Alter held firm.
Looking back just shy of one month but far enough to discourage cross cam- more inviting to pedestrians. The ColCourt as a federal issue. It was a wise
since
this all began, I cannot say how pus drives. Trinity should do the same. lege must act immediately for the good
move for the basic reason that if it had
handed: down a decision split along the much 1 wish Brokaw had not proved so Ideally the College would construct a of the community, and before a major
multilevel parking garage on New Brit- accident happens.
same partisan lines that have come to naive and Alter so prophetic.

J. Ashe Reardon
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Confronting Tough Questions
Bv ANDREW
WARREN
Opinions Writer

On November 15th, the
Medical Ethics Theme Suite
comprised of Ted Lovejoy, Nils
Lundblad, Andrew Warren,
and Dave Langner, held its first
student led forum. The subject
was abortion in the second trimester of babies with genetic
disorders.
A case study was used in
which a couple was informed
that their child, who was in the
second trimester, had Down's
Syndrome and the question of
whether or not it was ethical to
abort the fetus was posed.
Not surprisingly, the majority of people believed that it
was ethical for the couple to
request an abortion and argued
that regardless of the health of
the fetus, the couple should
have the choice of having the
baby or not. Of course there

it is that the complexities of
abortion are often forgotten in
today's headlines. More broadly,
though, it also shows that medical ethics, now more than ever,
are moving to the forefront of
the medical community and
our society.
As undergraduates we are
rarely exposed to the importance and complexities of these
important issues. However, they
are questions that we must be
prepared to address because
they surround each and every
one of us. Suppose you are in a
horrible car accident and left
paraplegic and with severe cosmetic deformities.
Let us assume that you are
concerned about your quality of life and therefore wish
to be taken off of life support. However, doctors believe that you are too
depressed to make such a
monumental decision and
thus, continue to provide
life-sustaining care to you.

best method for coming to a decision. Naturally there were
others who disagreed, which
helped to encourage further
arguments on the issue.
The next issue is genetic manipulation and is likely to bring
up some of the same issues. Beyond the two mentioned, there
are also new issues that we believe to be important for people
to consider. When many of us
are older and decide to have
children, the science-fiction of
today may no longer exist, and
these hypothetical situations
are very likely to become reality.
The Medical Ethics Theme
Suite recognizes that the majority of human beings are not prepared to answer questions of
this complexity and importance. It has become our mission to educate the Trinity
community about the difficult
ethical questions pertaining to
these medical situations as well
as the ramifications that follow.

As undergraduates we are rarely exposed to the importance and
complexities of these important issues. However, they are questions
that we must be prepared to address because they surround each and
every one of us.
Are we prepared to confront
the reality of a doctor choosing whether or not we live?
The purpose of this forum is
. not Aply the practical assessment of our medical lives. It
They adamantly kit that it deeply involvesallof usand the
would not be ethical to abort the morals and ethics that we have
fetus, largely citing arguments to question every day of our
that directly answered the ques- lives.
'•
tionsof those who were in favor,
. This strikes deep down into
of the- abortion. In. these .: the heart of all belief structures,
member's, wards, "There is: no • whether personal or instituway to determine theseverity.of tional The abortion debate is a
the child's Down's Syndrome. -.' perfect way of bringing this
Many children, are born with: point home.
very mild cases of the disorder
One of the members of the
and are able to lead very content. student forum believed that the
and capale lives."
•
judeo-Christian method.of
If this forum proves any thing judging a living being was the

were several individuals who
posed intriguing questions that
challenged these viewpoints.
Interestingly enough, a few
meinbeisotti'he.Med.icalTlaeme.
Suite challenged this position.

If you are interested in participating in future forums where
issues of this type will be discussed, the next student led discussion will be on Wednesday,
' December 6th at 7:30 p.m. and
will be held in the Seminar
Room on the south side of Summit Suites dormitory.
: The topic of debate for that
forum will be manipulating
DNA to create ideal human beings for the workplace. Clips of
the movie Gattaca will be
shown. The members :of the
Medical Ethics Theme Suite
look forward to seeing all those
. who are interested in this, very
•: real issue at the forum this
.Wednesday.

The Supreme Court gets tual of the whole presidential mess.
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR

Sexual Task Force
To the editor:
Sexual assault has been a
hot issue around Trinity lately.
A sexual assault task force
holds regular meetings; posters around campus feature
male members of the Trinity
community expressing concern for rape; the Women's and
Counseling Centers offer programs related to sexual assault, and just last month, a
sexual assault survey was conducted, four opinion letters/
articles relating to subject appeared in the Tripod, and a performance art piece explored
issues of assault, desire, and
consent.
The survey, letters, posters,
and support systems bring to
mind conversations I've exchanged in the last few years
with female high school or college friends of mine in which
one of them shares a personal
experience with sexual assault. In these revealing moments, the usually tearful
woman recounts her story to
me and (sometimes) other
supportive friends.

/ do not minimize
the problem of rape;
I think the bond
among the victims
reveals another way
that women are
damaged by it.
Often, the perpetrator she describes is someone she knew
(like a friend or boyfriend), alcohol is sometimes but not always involved, and whether it
w a s a n out-and-out- rape or
some other unwantedjadvance,
pressure, or touch. In all cases,
the memory has ;hauhted her
ever since. These conversa:tidns
(which, I've found, are familiar
to many of my friends), seem' to'
confirm the prevalence and
problem of sexual assault.
That said, I've begun to ponder seriously the particular
style and situation.in which a
victim communicates her story
and related grief to the compassionate listeners.
I wonder, in these seemingly
intimate moments between
friends, what else, besides purging a painful secret, is going on?
What does the exchange accomplish for the speaker and
. the listeners? How is sexual assault interpreted within the
network of victims and victim
supporters?
For one thing, it seems fair to
say, sharing these frightening
experiences with men brings us
closer as women. Between the
pained but relieved face of the
woman who shares, and the expressions of understanding offered by her companions is
formed a sort of union, a shared
story of female suffering. Divulging an assault story invites
others into a personal sphere of
experience and pain, so that in
the end all the women involved
have undergone (either actually
or vicariously) the trauma.
But perhaps the stories have

become so common, so sensitively received, and so intimacycreating that the experience of
assault, or at least the sympathy
and belonging that one gains
among women afterwards, has
become strangely appealing in
all its horror. Sociologists, psychologists, and anyone who has
ever attended a frat party recognize powerful (and disgusting)
peer groups and institutions
that encourage young men to
approach and brag about sex as
conquest; a practice that perversely solidifies their worth
among their peers, and affirms
their masculinity.
A similar counter-phenomenon, it seems to me, takes place
within groups of women.
Women submit as wholeheartedly to their roles as victims,
which perversely reinforces our
worth in a group, and affirms
our/emininitv.
In losing our "innocence," we
gain a profound sense of belonging, identity, and significance, one that does not remove
or compensate for our pain, but
one that unites and elevates us
through that pain.
This is not to say that women
want to be raped, or that rape is
not as bad as everyone says
since it provides community
and femininity for women,
Quite the contrary, actually.
Sexualassault, as-we've all been •
told, goes beyond physical
trauma, creating just as much
psychological damage. Likewise, I suggest, the psychological
damage goes .beyond simply the
pain from a violent betrayal,
creating a standard of femininity and a sort of rite of passage
into womanhood. .••»,.:,-.. •
I do not minimize the problem of rape; I think the bond
among the victims - the interpretation of the experience of.
assault - reveals another way
that women are damaged by it.
We're miles away.it seems, from
living the feminist dream of de-

When we lose our
"innocence," we gain
a profound sense of
belonging, identity,
and significance,
fining ourselves outside of
male attitudes and behaviors.
This article about sexual assault could have included my
own story of betrayal and violation. I have one, It would
have been received, as it has
been in the past, with sensitivity and support.
I. would have joined the
ranks of the survivors of mistreated girls whose traumatic
experience with men marked a
significant (and perverse) step
toward womanhood. No one
would have been surprised.
And I suppose that's my point.
We have a sexual assault
problem within and beyond
the borders of this campus. But
it might be more complicated
- and two-sided - than we had
originally thought.
Emily Wade '01
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Clinton Bailey Predicts Peace
Possibilities for Middle East
BY ANDREW SCHURR

News Writer

In his lecture on Monday, entitled "Israel and Palestine:
What Kind of Peace is Possible?", renowned professor
Clinton Bailey discussed the
violence and strife that is currently plaguing the middle east.
Ever since the partition of
Palestine and the creation of a
US-backed Jewish state, the
land sacred to both groups has
been hotly contested. Bailey,
professor of political science
here at Trinity, professor of
Middle Eastern history at Tel
Aviv University and an authority on the present state of the
disputed land, has spent much
of his time studying the conflict
and advising the Israeli bureaucracy on how to act. In his lecture Monday, Bailey expressed
his belief that, although the end
is far from certain, peace is possible in the Middle East.
"What is possible," Bailey
said, "is a peaceable situation...a
situation that can deal with the
difference between status-quo,
and non-status-quo." He elaborated that this uneasy peace
would not be wholly satisfying
to either side and would be difficult to accomplished. Bailey
cited mistrust as well as each
side's belief in the unshakable
Tightness of their cause as factors that greatly exacerbate the
tension between the two sides.

U. Pittsburgh
Student
Newspaper
Petitions
Supreme
Court
*"
(U-WIRE) PITTSBURGH In just a few months, legal representatives for The Pitt News,
the University of Pittsburgh's

"They're talking two different
languages, in terms of meaning," he said.
The audience listened with
rapt attention as Bailey offered
several theories about how the
current violence has arisen. One
particularly gruesome possibility is that the leaders on each
side believe that the only way to
convince their followers to give
up some of their claims and
form a workable compromise is
through creating casualties on
both sides. If Arafat and Barak's
own people believe that the cost
of victory is too high, Bailey
conjectured that the two leaders
could believe that it will lead to
a successful compromise. "War
is the continuation of politics by
other means," Bailey said
grimly.
Although this particular possibility is chilling, Bailey believes
another
theory.
According to him, the most
likely cause for the current violence stems from Yassir Arafat's
unwillingness to end the hopes
of his followers for eventually
controlling Palestine. Bailey
guesses that Arafat has extended the peace process this far
only because he believes that
Barak and Clinton are both desperate for a treaty in order to
maintain Clinton's legacy and
Barak's political viability.
Although he maintains his
hope for peace, Bailey admits
that the violence will most
likely increase before any kind

of peace is reached. "As senior
military members have said, we
have only seen the tip of the iceberg," he said. Bailey, who has
friends on both sides on the
conflict, has been advising the
leaders that the best course of
action would be to grant the Palestinians a large portion of land
and work towards economic
development with them. With
such concessions Bailey hopes
that more bloodshed can be
averted and peace can be restored.
Many Trinity students, however, do not share Professor
Bailey's optimism. The media
coverage, with its gruesome images of the gun battles in the
streets, coupled with the mostly
uninformed nature of the student body cause many in Trinity to take a dim view of the
peace process.
"Yeah...the Palestinians and
the Israelis...aren't they minor
league football teams?" joked
freshman Billy Maloni, discussing the lecture. Even those students who are well informed
seem to believe that the middle
east's troubles may never end.
"It's not gonna end," said one
young woman to her companion as she left the lecture,
"they'll never stop fighting."
Bailey, however, still has hope.
Once he returns to the middle
east, he plans to keep up his efforts to bring about peace; a
peace that he is convinced is
possible.

"The issue here is who decides
what gets printed in The Pitt
News" said Witold Walczak, of
the Pittsburgh chapter of the
American Civil Liberties Union
and lead counsel for The Pitt
News. "It's all a matter of control."
He and the ACLU have asserted that by dictating advertising within The Pitt News,
state legislators are effectively
dictating content, and are there-

(U-WIRE) MILWAUKEE Women choosing to have an
abortion now have an option to
a surgical procedure, but limited knowledge and approval of
the drug RU-486 means it may
be hard for female college students to gain access to it.
According to WhyLife? Association, several schools along
the East Coast have refused to
offer RU-486 at their campus
health centers.
This includes Boston University, Yale University, Penn State,
University of Virginia and the
entire Florida public university
system.
Schools in the Midwest are
following the trend as well.
Marquette, because of its Catholic affiliation, does not offer RU486 — or any methods of birth
control — to its students.
"Marquette University is a
Catholic university and our position is in conformity with the
Catholic teachings," said John
Hopkins, vice president of communications. "That is why we
do not offer any birth control
services."
Barbra Moser of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
said the school's health center
does not offer RU-486 because
the required medical backup
cannot be provided.

NEWS FROM
OTHERSCHOOLS
independent student newspaper, will find out whether their
on-going battle against Act 199
will be heard by the U.S. Supreme Court.
The statute, passed in 1996,
prohibits The Pitt News and any
other school-related publication from printing "all alcoholic
beverage and malt beverage advertising." It provides for fines
against any business advertising alcohol within "any booklet,
program book, yearbook, magazine, newspaper, periodical,
brochure, circular or other similar publication published by, for
or in behalf of any educational
institution.

fore in violation of the First
Amendment which guarantees
freedom of the press.
Walczak has argued that by
eliminating alcohol advertising,
the length of each issue of The
Pitt News is effected, thereby
affecting content.
He has also argued that the
lost revenue caused by the statute limits the newspaper's ability to purchase new equipment
to ensure that it remains competitive with other local newspapers.

Universities
Limit Access
to RU-486
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The Students Who Cried Wolf
This weekend, Trinity's campus was plagued by a rash of false
fire alarms. They began just after midnight on Friday night.
The first alarm was set off in Cook dormitory; a smoke detector
went off in a room, although there was no smell of smoke.
The alarms continued in Jackson. The first alarm went off
there at 11:05 on Saturday night. Campus Safety responded to
three more fire alarms in the next twelve hours. There was a
slight malfunction when the heat was turned on recently, the
mechanical room, which has an alarm panel, kept overheating,
triggering the fire alarms. Campus Safety was finally successful in reaching B&rG to solve the problem.
Occupants of North campus had almost as much fun as residents of Jackson. The first alarm went off at 12:54 am on December 3rd, followed by a second at 4:40 am. Both alarms were
caused because someone pulled the emergency signal, but both
were false alarms. Residents of High Rise also got to stand outside in the chilly weather, presumably sobering up after Snowball activities. Their alarm went off at 4:56. Like the other
buildings, High Rise was evacuated, and only one student protested this. There's more about him later.
All in all, Hartford Fire Department is thoroughly sick of the
Trinity Campus.

... Let's All Have a Drink
Not only were fire alarms prevalent this week, Trinity students also kept local ambulance drivers relatively busy. The
fun began before TCACs "Once Upon a December" party. Campus Safety and TCERT responded to a call from the bus that
was transporting students to the event. The young lady was
sitting in the back of the bus, having already vomited, doubled
over one of the seats. She was transported by ambulance to
Hartford Hospital.
A female Campus Safety officer had to cajole a student out of
the first floor ladies room in Vernon Place at 3:58 am on December 2. The student would not come out because she had vomited all over herself. TCERT responded and determined that she
should be taken to the hospital. She was transported by ambulance to Hartford Hospital.
:
At 1:13 am on December 3, another student was found vomiting in the bathroom in Hansen. TCERT responded and administered first aid. The student was transported by ambulance to
Hartford Hospital.
Campus Safety hustled over to Anadama after leaving Hansen
for a 2:10 am call about an intoxicated student. Her roommates
informed officers that the student in question had to much alcohol to drink. She was very incoherent and in and out of consciousness. TCERT responded and evaluated her condition. She
was transported by ambulance to Hartford Hospital.
About 6:20 am, Campus Safety officers found an intoxicated
student passed out on a couch in High Rise. Campus Safety was
clearing the building because of the fire alarm (see above). Once
the student was convinced to evacuate the building, TCERT
checked him out. He was transported by ambulance to Hartford Hospital.
' •'
.

Find a Penny, Pick it Up...
The vending machine in the basement of Mather Hall was
vandalized this weekend. A student poured salt water in the
coin slot. This particular individual must have been familiar
with older versions of vending machines, in which salt water
would cause it to short circuit, thereby releasing all the coins.
Alas, this is not the case with the newer vending machine models. The case is being investigated by Campus. Safety.

A Beer inthe Hand is Worth Two
on the Ground?
A student walked into the Campus Safety about 12:34 am on
December 2 with a laceration on his right index finger. While
TCERT was administering first aid, the student explained that
he had been walking across the soccer fields with a beer. When
he finished the beverage, he crushed the can in his hand, which
dug into his finger.
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A student reported a vandalism in the North Campus second floor ladies bathroom about 3:48 am on December 3rd. An
unknown suspect kicked all the toilet paper dispensers off the
wall's of the stall. Campus Safety is investigating the case.
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Police Chase
Ends With Car
Fire on Alien
Place
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SGA Proposes Five Step Program

continued from page one
to the faculty before the meeting, and to
then use their time at the meeting to field
Two Hartford police officers were hos- questions. Fugett was receptive to this
pitalized Friday night after a man idea and feels a report of this sort would
smashed his vehicle into a cruiser in the be an excellent manner in which to imNorth End and then led police on a chase prove communication.
Secondly, the Academic Affairs reinto Frog Hollow, where he smashed into
quested that Faculty Committee established to search for a new Dean of
Faculty have at least two student representatives. According to the SGA, last
year's search committee consisted of five
faculty members and no student representation. Although some candidates
met with President's Fellows, the SGA's
another cruiser and brushed several cars, concern is that the students had no inpolice said.
put whatsoever into the decision for the
Neither officer was believed to be se- new Dean of Faculty.
riously injured, although one suffered
The faculty wish to make it clear, howhead injuries after the rear-end of his ever, that they themselves do not have a
cruiser was clipped by the suspect's car formal structure for searches of this naat the corner of Broad Street and Allen ture and that they, in fact, do not get to
Place, police said. The collision occurred vote on the candidates, but merely make
about 7 p.m. and the car was traveling at a recommendation to President Dobelle.
speeds of more than 80 mph, police said.
Professor Dirk Kuyk stated that being
Police began chasing the man in the on a Search Committee is a time-conNorth End after the blue Nissan Altima suming task, so much so that faculty
he was driving collided with a cruiser have asked for course reductions. The
driven by Officer Sabine Nyenhius, who faculty members at this proposal meetwas taken to St. Francis Hospital and ing, as well as the three SGA members
Medical Center with minor injuries.
present, agreed that it would be unlikely
Despitean order to call off the pursuit, for students to make such a big commitwitnesses said they saw several cruisers ment, taking into consideration their
racing after the Altima before the second other obligations.
collision. After the collision with the secThe SGA also requested that the "SGA
ond cruiser, the Altima continued west President and the Chair of Academic Af"
on.Allen for a block, sideswiping several fairs be allowed to make proposals to
cars, including one headed in the oppo- Faculty Committees." This proposal
site direction, witnesses said.
;tems largely from last year's Reading
The Altima finally came to a stop Week/Midsession issues, where the SGA
when it collided with yet another police President and Chair of Academic Affairs
cruiser that was parked to block the car. were not allowed to address the CurricuThe suspect ran out as the engine caught lum Committee at the time they wanted.
tite, and police tackled Mtn on the street, Although there are students on these facwitnesses said.
uky committees that are elected by the
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SGA, they are not necessarily members
of the SGA. Thus the agenda of the SGA
is often distinct from that of the elected
student representatives. These students
are not versed in the proposals the SGA
would like to make, which would make
it difficult for them to communicate
them thoroughly to the faculty.
A suggestion was made by the faculty
that the SGA could make proposals in
writing to the faculty committees and,
if necessary, be present at the meetings
to answer any questions.
The faculty countered that because
the student representatives to faculty
committees are elected by the SGA, they
are held accountable to them. Thus in
order to improve communication with
the faculty, they should first improve
communication within their own structure.
Additionally, Academic Affairs
wanted to ensure "that student representatives to the faculty committees are contacted by the chairs of their respective
committee." The SGA has stated that its
secretary has had difficulties getting the
names of the elected students to the
chairpersons of the faculty committees
on which they sit. At present, it is the
duty of the individual chairmen to find
out the names of the students who are
on their committee. If the SGA decides
to issue a monthly report, the faculty
agrees it would be an ideal place to inform them of newly elected student representatives.
Finally, the SGA proposed "that the
Dean of Faculty communicate his annual agenda to the student body in the
form of a letter through the campus
mail."
However Dean Miller Brown does not
send out a letter of this sort to even the
faculty; he does not formally communicate future plans, but does relay what he

has been doing in the past. The SGA
hopes that a suggestion to the Dean of
Faculty will initiate a tradition of sending out a letter at least of general plans
for the year.

Student Reps To Attend
January Trustee Meeting
During the last academic year, the Student Life Committee of the SGA attempted to have final exams returned to
students at the end of each semester by
a proposal to the Academic Affairs Committee of the faculty. This proposal was
rejected, but the SGA decided it was still
an important issue and has continued to
work on it.
The SGA feels that "students should be
allowed to have their final exams returned because these exams stem from
their individual hard work," and "that
having final exams returned would
stimulate and encourage academic interest for students," according to the new
proposal from the Academic Affairs
Committee of the SGA.
With the help of President Evan
Dobelle, the Chair of the Academic Affairs Committee of the SGA is now invited to the annual Trustee meeting to be
held injanuary in New York City. David
Alexander '03, the Academic Affairs
Chairman, will have the opportunity to
give proposals and to vote at this meeting.
It is at this meeting that the proposal
will be made once again to return final
exams. Despite the fact that this proposal failed when brought to the faculty,
Academic Affairs "believes that a new
and detailed proposal will be convincing to the trustees." They feel that "since
the Trustees will be a nonpartisan body
that will be able to examine this issue
without bias, this proposal will be successful."
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New Meal Plan Returns Flex Options,
Possible Cash Options on Thursdays
continued from page one
most problematic elements of
the plan as it was offered this
semester.
The findings were presented
on November 29 by Kim Knox,
Marketing Director of Sodexho
Marriott Food Services, and also
included focus groups discussions conduced by Mar-riott.
The finalized changes for the
spring semester directly address
these concerns by eliminating
blackout zones for meal transfer,
allowing up to three meal transfers per day, allowing unlimited
purchase of convenience items,
and accepting cash payments at
Mather for Thursday night dinners.

However, there are trade-offs
for these highly requested
changes. First, due to the slow
traffic during the late night
hours, the Cave and the Bistro
will no longer be open between
the hours of midnight and 2 am.
As a substitute, the free coffee
and soda in the late night study
hall in Mather will be restored.
Second, the amount of flex allotted for each plan will be reduced by $50, as the increased
flexibility of meal transfer is expected to decrease the need for
flex dollars. Additionally, a
transfer meal is now the equivalent of $5.25, instead of $5.50 as
it was this semester.
On November 29, the Student

The new tables in Mather are an aesthetic change
to complement the new meai plan options.

Dining Advisory Committee
met to finalize the changes to
the meal plan for the Spring
2001 semester. The goal of the
Dining Advisory Committee is
primarily to increase student
satisfaction with campus dining
options. Over the course of the
semester, this committee has
been gathering information on
student opinion by administering a Student Dining Survey and
forming focus group to discuss
areas of student dissatisfaction.
In general, students are expected to be quite pleased with
these changes. Student Dining
Advisory Committee member
Anne King, '01, noted that with
these changes, "[Marriott] won't
lose the people who were on the
meal plan this semester but
were planning on dropping it
next semester." This prediction
seems to be well-founded. "Now
that we have transfer back the
way it was last year," one sophomore, currently on the 7 meals
+ 450 flex plan noted, "there is
no reason for me to be off the
meal plan." Another junior
agreed, stating that "As long as I
can transfer multiple meals at a
time and can spend my flex on
Snapple, I will definitely stay on
the plan."
On the other hand, while
some Dining Advisory Committee members displayed confidence that some students
currently off the meal plan
might decide to return, this
seems to be a little too optimistic. "I've gotten used to cooking

for myself," explained one junior, currently not on the meal
plan, "and 1 like that I can go out
to eat a few times a week and
still spend less money than 1
would if 1 was on the meal plan."
Despite the much hailed return of unrestricted transfer
dollars, the issue of paying cash
at Mather has not been resolved
to the satisfaction of most students. At Wednesday's meeting,
in response to concerns raised
by SG A President Russell Fugett
'01 that students who can not
afford to be on the meal plan are
being denied access to Mather,
Jon Small, General Manager,
Sodexho Marriott Services, explained that "we talked about
cash at Mather in response to
demands from students...but the
conversations we had about
cash at Mather revealed that it
wouldn't do anything to get students on the meal plan." Nevertheless, yielding slightly to
popular demand, the spring
meal plan does allow students to
pay cash on Thursday "ticket"
nights at Mather.

Dr. Vivian to
Participate in
Roundtabie
Discussions

continued from page one
Honey added, "the title of the
roundtabie 'Where Are We
Now: A Discussion on the Current Status of the Civil Rights
Movement' was chosen because
none of us wanted information
we could read in a book but
strategies for making a difference today."
Along with Dr. Vivian student leaders from Trinity's fraternities, sororities, sports
teams and several multi-cultural organizations on campus
are going to participate in the
discussion.
Tischer proudly noted, "as an
athlete and a member of a fraternity I think it is appropriate
that members of the Trinity
community that are traditionally not represented are going
to be formally invited and have
seats at this event."
The questions and format are
being designed to focus on ways
to rekindle the fire of the Civil
These changes, though final Rights Movement today. The
for the Spring semester, are not discussion will include methby any means permanent. As ods of dealing with contempoKnox noted, "this isn't the end of rary issues with respect to
this process....this is not the end- society and Trinity's campus.
all and be-all. It's a continuing The atmosphere should prove
process." Over the course of the to be one of mentoring rather
spring semester, the committee than lecturing and conversaplans to continue to be respon- tion rather than sermon. The
sive to student input as well as Student Advisory Board ento address any concerns or com- courages students to take this
plaints students may have in re- opportunity to meet Dr. Vivian
as He comes to Trinity.
gard to the meal plan changes.

CAREER SERVICES
THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOU FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT. ..

Information Sessions:
Wednesday, December 6, 2000
INROADS :
RittenbergJLounge

Tuesday, December 5, 2000
Blum, Shapiro and Company, P.C. :
TBD

Thursday, December 7,2000
New England Conservatory :
G01 - New England Conservatory

Interview
Tuesday, December 5,2000

Wednesday, December 6,2000

Aetna, Inc. : Sales Consultant

Blum, Shapiro and Company, P.C. : Entry Level Staff
Accountant

Resume
Friday, December 1,2000
Sands Brothers & Co., Ltd.:
- Stock Broker Trainee

Wednesday, December 20, 2000
Mobile Logic:
- Consultant

Monday, December 4,2000
National Multiple Sclerosis Society,
Greater Connecticut Chapter:
- Pi? Coordinator

Sunday, December 24,2000
Tournament Players Club:
- Service Positions

Wednesday, December 6,2000
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
ADVERTISING AGENCIES (AAAA):
- Summer Internship
Friday. December 8,2000
IBM e-business
- Internships

JFriday, December 29,2000
Customer Satisfaction Institute:
- Incognito Dining Critic
Northfield Mount Hermon School:
- Coach
- Teacher/Instructor

SCIREX Corporation:
- Quality Control Technician
SNET Wireless:
- Marketing Internship
- Account Representatives
Sunday, December 31,2000
Campusnut.com:
- Marketing Representative
~ Content Development Intern/Writer
Enterprise Rent-A-Car: •
- Management Trainee
ForMyCause.com:
- College Field Representative
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Fear and Loathing in San Francisco?
Two Trinity Students Explore the Renowned City by the Bay
BY GABE HARVIS

San Francisco
Correspondent

With my bags hastily packed
and a kind friend as navigator, I
set out for San Francisco. The
decision to flee Hartford had
taken hold of me like a Full
Nelson. New York air lingered
lazily in my lungs. Near
Ornaha, vast horizons of golden
prairie glistened in the sun. 1
rolled down my window and
breathed the fresh air. I lit a
smooth Camel Light and
paused. I was not halfway
through my journey but the
concrete jungle I had left was a
distant memory.
Entering the mountains I
swerved the car abruptly and
sent us careening toward an
embankment. The humble majesty of Mt. Shasta had literally
blinded me. It was August, yet
she stood crested by the most
perfect layer of whitesnow. This
sight can only be compared to
the rising harvest moon as seen
from the Big Sur coast, and at
that time I had never experienced that, so it really blew me
away. I regained control of the

gnant moment; I had arrived.
San Francisco is a remarkable
city. Days spent browsing The
City Lights Bookstore end with
the lure of a late-night jazz club.
The vibe here is contagious. The
Trinity program takes great advantage of what the city has to
offer. A class fieldtrip might be
a leisurely stroll on a sundrenched beach for a discussion
of "Howl" or a chance to see Sean
Penn in a local play. During
Thanksgiving vacation I drove
South on coastal Highway 1 to
Los Angeles. The weather was
still mild enough to camp along
the way. Those nights, lulled to
sleep by the waves of the Pacific
and nestled in a Redwood grove,
were utterly peaceful.
Back home at the Bransten
House, our resident chef is a hip
woman named Patty. Every
meal is delicious. If, after losing
a bet, I was forced to eat an
'Aussie' right now my body
would probably reject it. The
house is incredibly cozy. My
room has carpet on the floor
and some days the scent of saltwater drifts through my open
window. One of the classrooms
is a few steps from my door. I
will take this opportunity to re-

BY LAUREN KAHN

San Francisco
Correspondent

Studying abroad doesn't necessarily mean going to a place
where you have to speak another language in order to get a
date with a local. It doesn't even
have to involve a passport.
Abroad just means away from
Trinity, or more importantly,
away from Hartford. This semester 1 decided to go "abroad,"
across the country to Trinity-inSan Francisco.
The best part of the city is the
diversity. San Francisco is filled
with many types of people and
numerous opportunities to explore different cultures, more
than just going to a gay bar in
the Castro and trying to get hit
on. Trinity's program is great
because the classes actually require you to explore the different areas of the city. Even better,
the assignment usually is to

Trinity Around

vehicle and was soon crossing
the Golden Gate Bridge as Beck
announced from the stereo, "I've
got nothing to do —. nowhere to
go, I'll tell you what you want if
you want to know." It was a poi-

PL,

0

GABE HARVIS

mind you that this is a program
offered by Trinity. It is an excellent place to study and a nice
hiatus from Hartford. I encourage you to come out here and see
it for yourself.

Top Ten Things Trinity Students
Want Under Their Christmas
Trees

what I imagine China to be like.
Walking down the streets is like
being in another world. All the
signs and labels are written in
Chinese and if you want to buy
something in a store, part of the
excitement is finding someone
who speaks English. I am not
kidding! The best part, however,

The best part of the city is the diversity. San
Francisco is filled with many different types
of people and innumerable opportunities to
explore different cultures
take pictures of the area or to
write a paper on how you feel
about what you saw — no research required.
One of San Francisco's more
unique areas is Chinatown. Essentially it is China, at least

Kahn, Karly Malpiede '03, Jeanne-Marie
Celentano (Smith '02), Gayatri Bhatnagar '01,
Matthieu Bastien '01 in Washington Square Park.

Barry Schroeder '01, Emily Alvarado '03, Mary
Peacock (Wesleyan '02), Andrea Thomas '01, Harvis.

the Globe

is that you'll never go into another Urban Outfitters home
section again. In Chinatown,
paper lanterns are only $.50, ceramic bowls and plates are only
$1.00, and you can't buy Chinese
firecrackers at Urban Outfitters.
The Mission District is another area that used to be an
ethnic enclave, but has changed
significantly in the past few
years. Now the area is spilling
over with young Internet company employees, the "dotcommers". But between the
laptops, cell phones, Midwestern accents and business-casual
outfits, there is still a still a
strong Mexican presence in the
area and the ability to speak
Spanish is useful. Many of the
city's hottest bars are in the
heart of the Mission. After a
long night of drinking, San
Franciscans can enjoy the best
burritos outside of Mexico, in-

stead of resorting to Breto's or
Sergeant Pepperoni's!
The city is great, and Trinity's
program makes it even better.
The classes are all focused on
the area, so you can be sure that
you will learn enough to impress all the dot-commers you
will meet, because they are everywhere. It doesn't get much
better than living in a beautiful,
historic mansion with your
own personal chef. The student
kitchen is always stocked, and
on your birthday the chef will
make you your favorite meal,
even if no one else likes it—even
if it's Brussels sprouts!
This article is part oja regular
series exploring Trinity's studyabroad programs. Students
studying abroad in trie spring
should consider sharing their
experiences with the Trinity
community, unless they arc already considering spending all
of their time drunk and chasing
locals.
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Visit entertainment.com and purchase
an Entertainment® book!
Entertainment® books make great gifts. With over 140 editions
available throughout the Unites States and Canada, your thoughtful
gift will be appreciated by faraway friends and family.
The Entertainment® book is packed cover to cover with two-forone and 50% discounts on the things you do including:

10. PlayStation 9.
9. Another trust fund.
8. A keg.
7. Chapter 2 of their senior thesis.
6. A British schoolboy.
5. A clue.
4. NickBarquin.

\
Dining - No matter what your hungry for you'll save! From fine dining to family favorites, and even take-out pizza.
Attractions - Catch the latest movies, live shows, concerts, sporting events, theme parks, and more.
Plus enjoy special savings on favorite hobbies like golf, bowling, skating, swimming, etc.
Travel - Offers to meet every vacation plan including airlines, hotels, car rentals, cruises or luxury
resorts.
Local Services - Save ori everyday needs including car washes, dry cleaning, video rentals, photo
processing and more!
*
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.
'
. 20% of the price of every book you purchase will be donated to the Trinity Club of Hartford Scholarship Fund!
•.
'
„
You may order a copy of the Entertainment book in any of the following ways: • •

3. A post-graduation job.

1, Complete a prepaid order at the Trinity College Bookstore, Your book will be delivered within
one week.
..
'•••.'
"
•'

2. A Tripod position.

. -2- Order through the Entertainment
link on the Trinity Club of Hertford's
www,trincoll.edu/pub/aiumni/ar'ea_clubs/hartford/Entertainment.htm
' 3.Call(860)295-0136./ •
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1. Barkley Kincaid.
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Taking Finals Head on
No. You'll get extensions if you don't
have
it in on time—being a deadbeat just
Senior Editor
doesn't enter into the equation.
This means that those students who
Well, it's that time of year again, so 1 took the time to prepare earlier on in the
figured I'd fulfill my expectation and, for semester have an unfair advantage over
once, write an article that was pertinent those of us whose October and Novemto the lives of most of the readers of this ber selves were total slackers.
section. Unless you've planned ahead, or
As my luck would have it, I'm a hishave already graduated from this college, tory major and, for some reason, all libthe next few weeks of final classes and eral arts professors (history being a
exams will be a series of late nights for liberal art) who teach higher level
most, early mornings for some and, for courses have decided that papers are a
myself, a good combination of the two. better measure of a student's worth than
I'm not sure what it is about finals exams.
week—like Bob Vila, it never fails to
In my opinion, papers don't measure
screw me. I'm currently riding a four se- your intelligence or general worth so
mester streak of having to stay on cam- much as they do your skill at time manpus after dorms have closed in order to agement. For me, all papers accomplish
complete my final projects. Last year, it is lowering my self-esteem by remindwas a month of sleeping in my car, my ing me how much I lack those skills. I
friends' rooms and, when all else failed, don't need to be reminded of h.ow bad I
co-opting a room in Pike and pretending am at scheduling my time and, in realto be one of them for a while. This se- ity, this is a 111 ever learn with these large
mester, like all the other semesters when final papers.
this has happened, I have vowed after
Personally, it's been drummed into me
Thanksgiving, to not-let it happen to me repeatedly, since I came here, how bad I
again. November Geoff promised De- am at time management. One could go
cember Geoff, shortly after the break, so far as to say that it's the only thing that
that he wouldn't leave the latter hang- I really learned at college.
ing out to dry. Now it's December and
In the interest of creating a more fair
November Geoff has left the state, has and equitable academic environment, I'd
Caller ID, and won't answer his cell like to propose the abolition of all
BY

PACE 9

Community Activist of the Week:
NhungLam '02

GEOFFREY STEVENS

Personally, it's been drummed into me repeatedly, since I
came here how bad I am at time management. One
couldgo so far as to say that it's the only thing that I
really learned at college.
phone.
Such being the case, that goddamn
deadbeat of my former sell' has screwed
me over, once again. I'm going to be
spending the next two plus weeks covering up for the mistakes that he made
over the course of the semester.
But I'm not asking for sympathy. I
should've known better than to trust
someone like a deadline- free Geoff to
adhere to a self imposed work schedule.
It's my own fault for placing my faith in
him, especially since he's let me down so
many times in the past. This being my
sentiment, I'm going to be looking for a
replacement for my March and April self,
sometime next semester. All inquiries
can be forwarded to the Features Section
editors of the Tripod. They know where
to find me.
But there's no point in going through
all this now. All finger pointing aside, I'm
going to be spending the next few weeks
incommunicado, with a disconnected
phone and soiled boxers, typing feverishly at my keyboard and searching the
Internet for easy to use'reference'sites to
support my arguments.
I can't really do anything to relieve my
burden except actually do the work that
I've been assigned, so maybe I'll just have
to get down to brass tacks and do it. But
this isn't my real problem. I'll eventually
get the work done and leave, albeit a bit
later than most of my classmates.
My motivation for writing this article
(aside from placating my ego) is that I'd
like to do away with the final paper in
general. I can do scholastic work—it is
physically possible for me to do it I can
learn dates. I can passively absorb information and spit it back out when
prompted, but I find that these skills,
supposedly invaluable in being an academic, come into play less and less as I
near the end of my undergraduate education.
Everything being equal, I'd rather take
exams than write papers. In a perfect
world, I could just take final exams—no
final projects—and simply be penalized
for not studying with a bad grade. The
problem with the final project or paper,
as opposed to an exam, is that you can't
simply shrug it off and take a direct penalty for being a bad student.

projects that require more than a few
hours preparation.
Better that college be a series of 1Q tests
:than the current system that penalizes
me for not having a skill that, in the final analysis, I've decided, is not that important.
Because it's not that important, really.

This week's community activist is Nhung Lam, the cochair of Trinity's chapter of Habitat for Humanity. Nhung
has been involved with Habitat since last spring, when she
went on the annual Habitat spring break trip to Miami,
Florida. This year Nhung has been busy organizing
fundraising events to support this year's spring break trip
to Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Such events include a car wash,
a 50/50 raffle at Homecoming, and a candy cane sale for
the holidays, which she just finished coordinating. She has
also been working throughout the semester on local Habitat sites, which Trinity students usually take part in every
other weekend. It is clear Nhung is committed to Habitat
for Humanity and says, "it's a good way to get out and help
the community." Next semester Nhung is studying in San
Francisco, where she hopes to continue her community activism.
- COLT would also like to acknowledge and thank the many
community activists who will not be at Trinity next semester.
Although wemay not have had time to recognize them all this
semester,theirhard work and dedication will be missed come
January. Good luck to Geraldine Aine '02, Ellie Beck '02,
Dana Betterton V2,]essicaBirnbaum V2,]enBlumenthal '02,
Paul Drappi '02, Jess London '02, Tamar Kipper '02, Kelly

- Claire Moodie'01
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Our Final Good-Bye
Reflecting on a Year at Features
BY JAMES C A B O T
•t

AND BRIAN N A N O S

Features Editors

Well.this is it for us at the features desk.
With Tripod elections looming tonight,
we hope to move on to bigger and better
things.
Over the course of our sh'ort year at
features we managed to provoke ethnic
protests, screw up an obituary, run a picture of a male stripper and incorporate
Nick Barquin into our section twentythree times. Not bad for a 5'2" Cuban
refugee with bipolar disorder. Nanos
would now like to note that he is not responsible for the Cuban refugee reference.
We'll miss being Features Editors.
We'll miss long nights filling the pages
of this paper with mindless drival. We'll
miss the weekly moment when we
realise that we have nothing at all to
print in the next paper. We'll also miss
waking up in the morning,- looking
down, and thinking "wait a second, these
aren't my pants."
We'll miss the panic of writers
shanking at two in the morning.
We'll miss the even greater panic of
our computer crashing at three in the
morning.
We'll miss searching for writers, begging writers, bribing writers and sleeping with writers...err, scratch sleeping
with writers. Except for the seriously
sexy mysterious horoscopist.
We'll miss each week, beginning with
Pulitzer inspired hope and finishing
with a mad scramble to produce as many
articles as each of us could.
We'll miss feeling impottaTit, even
though nobody else could give a rat's
behind about us and our section.

Enough about us, though.
While we have some space, and hopefullyyour attention, we want to thank
those that wrote for us.
We want to thank those that allowed
us to pry into their activities, groups,
businesses and personal lives.
We want to thank those that read our
section (both of you), and especially
those that gave us feedback about it.
On a more serious note, it has been a
lot of fun poking around the Trinity
campus for interesting topics to write
about, interesting people to interview
and, of course, interesting restaurants at
which to eat.
This is an exciting time to be a Trinity
student, Everywhere there is new building, new groups being formed, new
classes and new ways to teach classes,
new students and new professors, new
opportunities for global study, new opportunities for urban study, new ideas
and new possibilities.
The thing that made this job so fun in
the end is that every morning we wake
up to find something new and interesting going on around us. Our simple rule
for writing was that if. it interested us,
and made us question what it was, or
even who it was, then it was worth writing about. There is no shortage of stuff
that fits into this category.
Next semester the new editors will
continue to investigate our campus,
search out new ideas and new topics.
Send in ideas. If you have a group, or activity, or club or idea, send it to the new
editors.
As Ferris Bueller once said, it is important to stop and look around every now
and again. Hopefully, this section has
•helped students to do that, and will contin ue to do so.
Now back to Nick Barquin...

Festival Services of the
Lessons and Carols of
Christmas
Sunday, December 10,2000
4:00 p.m., repeated at
7:00 p.m.

The Chapel Singers
The Concert Choir

copes
The time for decisions is upon you, so
don't be afraid to break out of stagnant
cycles this week. If conflicts should
arise, however, your best bet will be to
walk away with your dignity intact,
rather than dirty your hands dealing
with people who don't deserve your
time. On the romantic horizon, polished flattery will get you everywhere...

?v~

Venus in Aries this week will increase
your desirability in the eyes of others,
so pay close attention to your appearance and presentation this week.
You're being talked about by people
who either want to hire you or get to
know you better, so cultivate peace
and harmony - even with people you'd
rather not deal with at all.

GLMINI

-L

Even your most stagnant relationships
are given a breath of fresh air this
week as Venus moves into Aries, imbuing your life with a rosy glow and a
feeling that anything is possible.
Agreements involving travel rush to
closure late in the week, so be sure to
nail down your plans for Christmas
Break.

5coRno

TAURUS
APR 20-MAY 20

/ST~C

5E.PT 23 -OCT 22

MAR 21 -APR

#

OCT25-NOV2I

Before the week is out you'll be ovei
come with a desire to beautify your sui
roundings - whether that mean
cleaning your room or buying goldfis
or whatever - do it. Love might frustrat
you a bit right now, so take comfort i
good friends, and look forward to th
weekend, when things will definitel
improve. Don't be shy about indulgin
yourself in sensual pleasure this wee!
you'll need it.

MAY2I-JUN2O
ignificant people who will shape
our life in the coming year are par:icularly important this week, as
you've reached a crossroads and must
make some decisions right now. Don't
put anything off this week, or you
rnigh t find that others have decided for
you, and probably not to your advan:age. Reassess your expectations and
our visions, and try to curb your
hocking romantic behavior...

CANCLR
JUN2! -JUL22

You're going to be required to take the
lead in partnership and emotional issues this week, so be the first one to
step up and volunteer your time, energy, or even money. The payback will
be ten-fold, I promise. Some people
will just need a little more encouragement in the next few days than usual,
and you're just the person to provide
it. Feel free to be impulsive when it
comes to your love life, and stop worrying about what others might say or
think.

Late in the week you'll stumble upon
CAPRICORN
a previously ignored opportunity, so
DEC
22 - JAN 1?
run with it while its still in view. Love
seems particularly perplexing these •Try to look at financial and work isdays, but don't give up hope just yet. sues this week from an empowered,
Change is good for you right now, so abundant angle, rather than feeling
open your mind to all the possibilities that you might not have enough time
open to you, and move forward with a or money to do what you need to. Give
formerly undervalued one.
people the benefit of the doubt as well,
especially romantic partners.

LE.O
JUL2J-AUG22

AQUARIUS
JAN 2O - FE£> 18

Try to come to a settlement or agreement with people that will satisfy everyone involved before the end of the
week; This pattern of nipping at each
other's heels is getting you nowhere, so
grow up and move forward. You're in
dire need of a little fun and relaxation
during this pre-exam crunch, so don't
be afraid to put your private needs
above your public responsibilities seek out that which makes you truly
happy.

VIRGO
• AUG23-StlT2.2

Trinity College Chapel
A cherished Hartford
Christmas tradition

LIBRA

ARILS

Your social, business, and intimate relationships seem to pass through a
number of incarnations this week,
perhaps even a little too fast for you.
But try to step up to the challenge, and
notice when you might incorporate
different people or activities into other
ones. This will garner you respect and
gratitude from all involved. Beware
smooth talkers in your romantic affairs, as you have no time for ulterior
motives, but you already know that.

Creative conversations and inspired
relationships begin to form in the
coming weeks, so don't underestimate
yourself or your ability to positively
influence others. Graciously accept
the counsel of those you're closest to,
and be brave enough to reserve some
time for yourself. Romantic partners
may clamor for your attentions, but
try to put yourself and your peace of
mind first for once.

FlSCLS
F E 5 1?-MAR 2O

Be willing to stand up for that whi<
you know is right early in the week, b
after Wednesday try to adopt a mo
universal attitude towards situatio
tha t arise. You might feel as though yo
work on projects or group efforts isr
properly appreciated, and you'll prol
ably be correct in that assumptioi
Don't let this deter you from contribu
ing your time, however, as.the true vak
of your contributions will come to lig'
soon enough.

The Trinity Dining Advisory Committee
is Pleased to Announce:
NEW Flex Dining Plans for 2001
These new plans were designed based on the features
that over 300 Trinity Students participating in
surveys and focus groups this fall felt were most
important.

10 Flex+ $300
14 Flex + $200
19 Flex + $75
These new plans include the following transfer
features:
—Meal Transfer $5.25 per meal
—8am - Midnight Weekdays
—11am - Midnight on Weekends
**No Blocked out Zones!
—3 Transfers per day or per visit
—No Limit on Convenience Items purchased with
Transfer
—Transfer can beUtilized at The Bistro or The Cave
Still Available: 19 Regular and Unlimited Dining
+$150
Meal Plans can be added or changed beginning
: December 11 through January 26
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Percussionists Take Centerstage In Drum!
to play the frame drum, and saxophone, and clarinet. His thumping and buzzing
the method shares the name extraordinary grasp of Indian sounds. Gorn played a lonely
Arts Writer
Handance with his ensemble. music can be heard on several high-pitched melody, and the
Handance was composed of solo and collaborative record- piece fades out as the drummers' beating and scratching
"Sometimes, I think, in our three members besides Velez ings.
All of Glen Velez and becomes softer and softer.
society, the drummer is 'over on the evening of Drum.':
"Golden Seal" integrates rethere'," said Jeffry Walker, Di- Shane Shanahan, Bassam Saba. Handance's work is original,
rector of the Austin Arts Cen- and Steve Gorn. Shanahan, a "generated by drum rhythms" corded music with the sound
ter, at the performance of drummer, has taught pri- in the words of Velez, and also of Gorn's soprano saxophone
Drum! held at the Center last vately, and publicly, most re- includes much improvisation. playing a dirge-like melody, as
weekend. "But tonight, they cently as the head of the
Their first piece, "Hittite Pi- well as blues connotations.
Percussion Department at the ranha," is a haunting Middle Velez used several different
are 'right here'."
instruments
Indeed,
both
Glen Hartt school at the nearby Eastern piece that includes a percussion
Handrum, and the Susie University of Hartford. He has melancholy flute sol by Gorn. throughout the piece, includIbarra & Ravish Momin Per- also toured with many differ- In Velez's drum solo, his fin- ing a shaker on his foot and "a
cussion Duo took centerstage ent kinds of ensembles, from gers moved swiftly over the tambourine.
to prove drummers can exist rock to harmonic singing head of the frame drum, as he
The piece moves from a sad,
as musicians in themselves, groups, and has accompanied sped the rhythm up gradually. jazzy feel to upbeat dance murather than just the people
keeping the beat.
Grammy Award-winner
Both Glen Handrum, and the Susie Ibarra & Ravish Momin
Velez and his ensemble
Percussion
Duo took centerstage to prove drummers can exist as
Handance played first. In admusicians in themselves, rather than just the people keeping the
dition to being a frame drummer, he is also a composer,
beat
scholar and teacher, and
wrote all the songs performed
at Austin Arts.
many varieties of dancers as
He worked both with tempo sic and back again. Velez perand sound level, letting the formed solo next on an IrishWhat makes his drum- well.
ming so unique is his eagerSaba, a guest flutist, plays sounds rise and fall. Saba's style frame drum, called the
ness to incorporate various both nay (end-blown reed solo calls up the image of a dahran.
cultural styles into his work. flute) and oud (Eastern lute). snake charmer.
He likes to use this drum
He has travelled the world Originally from Lebanon, he
"Been There" is an old piece, because it creates the most hyseeking out such new tech- is also a teacher, as well as a performed live for the first brid sounds, and allows a freeniques, and has also recorded performer, and has played time in over five years at Aus- dom in its versatility. He
albums and scored for theater. with top Lebanese and tin Arts. Velez and Shanahan played the drum by wetting
Additionally, Velez has de- American artists.
alternated between beating his finger arid swirling it
veloped a teaching method
Gorn, another guest flutist, and scratching their frame around the drum, creating the
that incorporates voice and is versed in the bansuri (In- drums, which created a beau- sound of a fly buzzing.
body movement into learning dian bamboo flute), soprano tiful contrast between the
For this piece, Velez also
BY ADRIAN KUDLER

employed overtone singing, in
which he changed syllables
and tones slowly with his
mouth. The effect was a meditative, but exciting blend.
"Tecalote," which means
rabbit, comes from a theater
score by Velez for the telling of
an ancient Mayan creation
story. The musicians used
various instruments, including shakers, a small harp and
the frame drum, to create a
tropical world.
The Susie Ibarra & Ravish
Momin Percussion Duo used
two drum kits, a gong and
large kettle drums in addition
to other percussion instruments to create their energetic
sound.
Ibarra has done Artist residencies at Mills and Antioch
Colleges and has played in
several different types of percussion groups. Momin specializes in North Indian
classical percussion and plays
everything from jazz to funk
to world music.
This Duo's eclectic techniques perfectly
offset
Handance's world music
beats. The two groups came
together well to prove Walker
right, that drummers are not
simply "side" musicians.
Rather, they are musicians in
their own right, dynamic and
interesting.

The Movie That Almost Ruined Dr. Seuss

WWW.IMDB.COM

Saccharine-sweet Cindy Lou Who and the Grinch.
BY DIANA POTTER

Arts Editor

Ron Howard's How the
Grinch Stole Christmas takes
far too many liberties with Dr.
Seuss' classic to have the same
name. Howard takes an unusual and much loved
children's classic and turns it
into PG rated forgettable
trash.
The Grinch excels to the extent that it is faithful to the
source material, and fails
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badly when it departs from it.
The purpose of the first hour
which was to develop the
Grinch's back-story and discuss what made him who is
today seemed to be unnecessary time filler and was almost eventless.
Finally, at about the film's
two-thirds point, the narrative switches over to following
the book letter-for-letter, and
we get a strikingly faithful recreation of the cartoon. There
is a difference in tone between
the two portions of the film the part that follows the book
is smoother, has considerably
more narration, and consistently rhymes, while the beginning had a "tacked on" feel.
The original Grinch story
was pure. It was a simple story
about Christmas and the
Christmas spirit. In this they
threw in a love triangle and a
shaving incident gone, bad
that simply confused everything. It was almost as if they
were simply passing time,.

Also the flashback scenes
made no sense. The Grinch
was never a nice person, yet
somehow they threw in other
scenes that made it seem like
the Mayor's cruelty to the
Grinch as a child and his unrequited love were the reasons
for his Grinchiness.
What is most misguided is
the film's treatment of the
Whos. For those of you who
have not read the book, the
Whos are not at all like what
they were in the original story.
While the townspeople
should have been lovable
characters, these Whos are
not so innocent. Christmas
has become a cut-throat competition for the most presents
and the most Christmas"
lights.
These half rodents, half human creatures with hair styles
that look like the result of a
passing cyclone almost deserve every bad thing the
Grinch does to them. It is only

able and comes off as very
trite. Even the three-year-old
boy sitting in front of me at
the cinema tugged on his
dad's shirt and wondered
aloud why Cindy Lou didn't
realize Santa Claus was actually the Grinch (the father's
answer: "shhh!").
And let me just say this:
The song "Where are you
Christmas" again sung by
Cindy Lou Who, is as awful a
song as has ever been written,
not just because Taylor
Mumsen has a bad singing
voice, but because it is one of
those plastic sappy songs that,
the public seems to buy in
bag-loads these days. Thank
God that the Grinch Song
"You're a mean one, Mister
Grinch" from the original
Chuck Jones film from the
60's was included to balance
it out.
Also let me say that if I
never see Taylor Mumsen in
another movie it will be too

HoWever I just can't recall
my beloved Grinch putting
mistletoe over his rear-end
and.telling the citizens of
Whoville to "gimme a kiss!" 1
fail to remember kim ever using the phrase "bitchin!", and
I most certainly don't remember there ever being a silly
love interest for my favorite
foil of joy and cheer.
But the best moments on
the screen are when the
Grinch is giving his mordant
soliloquies to his faithful dog,
Max. Max is the best character in this film. Remember
how you liked Max in the
original? You are going to like
the new Max at least as much,
if not more. If anyone is going
to win an Oscar, I'd like to see
it go to Max the dog for his
heart-stealing performance.
The most successful aspect
of the movie is its visual design, which is as faithful to the
Seuss drawings as it is possible to be. Every bangle, ev-

/ Just can't recall my beloved Grinch putting mistletoe over his
rear-end and telling the citizens of Whoville to "gimme a kiss!" 1
fail to remember him ever using the phrase "bitchin!"
at the end, after a life-changing epiphany that almost
makes you want to forgive
their previous actions, but not
quite.
Another problem with this
film is that it is inconsistent.
After meeting the Grinch in
person you'd think Cindy Lou
would know all his tricks.
During that famous scene
where the Grinch, "disguised"
as Santa Claus, breaks into her
house and she catches him
stealing the Christmas tree,
she actually doesn't recognize
himl This is totally, unbeliev-

soon. I didn't care why she
was conflicted about what
Christmas really meant, all
that sticky sweetness and
light made me never want to
see another candy cane again.
However props go to Jim
Carrey for his role as the
Grinch. A precise mixture of
grumpiness and charm,
Carrey embodies the furry
green Grinch completely. He
is full of the delightfully
manic energy that he usually
has and he evokes sympathy,
for his character despite his
evil deeds.
-., .

ery bauble, every car and every Who and every present is
translated from the static
two-dimensional page to vibrant, glowing three-dimensional life. Both the teeming
streets of Whoville and the
lonely squalor of the Grinch's
lair atop Mount Crumpit are
masterpieces of the lively art
of set design, and are by far
the best thing about the transition to live-action.
This film lacks the life and
joy required to make it a modern-day family classic, but it
is nonetheless entertaining.
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Premiere Works At Studio 47
Justine Fuller and Gina Leone Visit Trinity
BY

M A R C I E YOSELEVSKY

Arts Writer

This past Wednesday evening, the
Studio 47 Series presented three pieces
by two local choreographers. Justine
Fuller opened the performance with a
solo she choreographed and performed herself, titled "Issues." The
piece began with Ms. Fuller seated in
a wooden chair, wearing a young girl's
dress with her hair in braided pigtails,
one hand raised to her face, focused
intently upon the distant corner. She
remained seated for several minutes,
maintaining her focus and pained expression as she wrung her hands in
her lap and drew them across her face
in a tormented manner.

and happiness. The hints of nervousness and deterioration behind the
facade of happiness and confidence
were some of the more accessible emotions in the piece.
In some cases, excessive repetition
in choreography and other weaknesses in the work stood in the way of
the audience's ability to recognize
what are familiar struggles. There appeared to be both aspects of herself
which she sought to overcome, and
things thrust upon her which she refused to accept. In the end, peace came
from embracing and accepting that
which she could not fight or change.
The pace changed entirely with the
second piece, choreographed by Gina
Leone, a soon to be graduate of the
Hartt Conservatory here in Hartford.

Though the piece was obviously something she felt a
visceral attachment to, it failed to draw in the audience
in a way that would have enabled them to shareand
appreciate her experience.
Her expression shifted subtly between petulant and distraught. Standing and beginning to move she
continued to hold her focus and fight
physically against both things within
herself and in her surroundings. In the
second section of the piece she shed
the dress and pigtails, dancing in
black shorts and top with her hair
loose.
Using much the same movement vocabulary as before, her dynamic
changed entirely as she moved in a
sharp, percussive manner. In the final
section she returned to the stage in a
white top and shear skirt, with an entirely changed demeanor. To softly
lyrical music she danced as if having
found, or made, some sort of peace
within herself.
Though the piece was obviously
something she felt a visceral attachment to, it failed to draw in the audi-

Lighthearted and boasting no deeper
meaning, "Out Of My Skin" was a well
danced expression of the all too familiar desire to get through the tedium of
the process and get where you are going. This desire was presented in the
context of three dancers in short
dresses, executing standard ballet
movements without the usual finesse
and careful placement, but with an
edge of impatience.
Ms. Fuller returned with three other
dancers in the last piece. Tentatively
titled "I'm Immobile," the work was
based upon Ms. Fuller's friend's
struggle with cancer. Paralyzed from
the waist down from by a tumor in his
spine, his physical therapy exercises
became the basis for the piece's movement. Dressed in hospital scrubs and
leotards, the dancers addressed a
range of emotions in their movement,
whichwere coordinated with a re-

This desire was presented in the context of three
dancers in short dresses, executing standard ballet
movements without the usual finese and careful
placement, but with an edge of impatience.
ence in a way that would have enabled
them to share and appreciate her experience. However, there were moments of emotion to which the
audience could connect.
In the first section there was a time
when Ms. Fuller appeared to relax,
even smile. She soon began to wring
her hands and squirm in her seat, all
the while struggling to maintain a
smile and appearance of normalcy

Finals getting you down? Don't despair. In-between that last minute
studying, take in one of the greatest
holiday, feel-good movies ever made:
see It's A Wonderful Life at Cinestudio.
Showtimes are Sunday, December 17
through Saturday December 23 at 7:30
PM with an extra Sunday matinee at
2:30 PM.

Start celebrating for Christmas this
Sunday, December 10 at Trinity's annual Service of Lessons and Carols at the

Chapel at 4 and 7 PM. In-between
scriptural readings, the Trinity College
Concert Choir and the Trinity College
Chapel Singers will provide Advent
and Christmas choral selections. The
congregation will be able to join in
singing traditional carols accompanied by the Chapel's beautiful pipe organ.

MOV
For an evening of exciting theater,
Holiday celebrations abound! For
more seasonal enjoyment take a trip don't miss Seabury 19's Twenty-Minute
to the Hartford Symphony for Hart- Play Festival. Theater and Dance diford Holiday Popi Enjoy favorite car- recting students will each present a
ols and classic Christmas tunes sung twenty-minute play this Thursday and
by the Hartford Chorale, the Con- Friday, December 7 and 8 in Seabury
necticut Children's Chorus, accompa- 19. Come see the first bill of plays on
nied by the Hartford Symphony Thursday at 4:15 PM or on Friday at 8
Orchestra on Saturday, December 16 at PM and see the second bill of plays on
8 PM and Sunday December 17 at 3 Thursday at 8 PM and Friday at 4:15
PM. For tickets and information call PM. Admission is free.
(860) 987-5900.

The Trinity College
Gospel Choir

cording of the cancer victim's narration of his ordeal.
In the end of the piece, one dancer
stripped off her white scrubs to reveal bright plaid pants and a yellow
green top. She erupted in jubilant,
and at times fierce, movement, symbolic of both the cancer and the
victim's spirit. There all along, she
surfaced most powerfully when
least expected.

A Public History Exhibit on:

THE 1968 STUDENT.
LOCK-IN.AT TRINITY
Presented by: The "Student Protest"
First Year Seminar
Please join us for the opening
reception,
Thursday, December 7,4:00 p.m.,
Mather Second Floor
Exhibit on display thru Finals Week

ANNETROWBRIDGE

Trinity College's Gospel Choir performed A Holiday Celebration 2000 last Saturday, December 4 in the Wash-'
ington Room in Mather Hall at 6 PM. Trinity's own choir
was joined by the University of Hartford Gospel Choir, the
University of Connecticut Voices of Freedom Gospel Choir,
the New Testament Church of God Youth Choir, Select
Members of the Praises of Zion of First Cathedral, South• ern Connecticut State University Choir,, and the Genesis
Youth Choir of the Faith Seventh Day Adventist Church.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

LECMES

Tuesday, December 5

5:30 PM

Berel Lang, professor of humanities, signs copies of his new book, "Holocaust Representation:
Art Within the Limits of History and Ethics." Admission is free, located in the Gallows Hill Bookstore.

Wednesday, December 6 4:00 PM
Rub-a-dub-dub
One might think that on a weekend so ripe with Senior events, underclassmen would be unable to do
something extraordinary enough to
make AT...One would be wrong, and we
commend the young man for his effort.
It seems this industrious youth, after
getting in an altercation with a friend,
decided to clean the filth off of his
clothes in his bathtub. As he washed his
clothes (in the Buff) he decided the
warm water felt so good that he to take
a dip. When his roommates got home,
they were surprised to find the bathroom door locked and water flowing
out from beneath it. They then decided
their only course of action was to break
the door down. Upon doing so, they
were surprised to find our youthful
hero passed out in the tub with his jeans
nicely tucked under his head. Trinity
underclassman, AT salutes you.

Alarm-pulling bandits
Let's talk about fire alarms, folks.
You pull a lever i.nd a really loud
buzzer goes off. How long will this continue to amuse people? Apparently the
level of cbmedic satisfaction was still
high enough this past Saturday night
for someone to pull the alarm during
the Senior Snowball and then later pull
the alarm in High Rise. Of course, AT
does not know whether this was done
by the same person, but we certainly
hope that the idiocy was contained to
one individual. Perhaps the only amusing fallout from the incident in High
Rise was that the residents were treated
to a gossip monger's smorgasbord, as
people spilled out of the building who
not only, did not live in the dorm, but
were also blatantly in other people's
clothes. One particularly amusing sight
was a man wearing nothing but boxers
and a woman's floral print bathrobe.
So maybe it was worth the full hour in
the cold at 5 a.m. No, it definitely
wasn't.

Mobile Sprinkler
Speaking of the impromptu fire
drill Sunday morning, there is another
guy who needs honorable mention,
though in classic AT fashion, we can't
mention his name. He is truly a champion to all who were frustrated to tears
and or to a catatonic state by the situation. This man exited the Vernon Place
doorway, where many cold High Rise
residents (well mostly High Rise residents) were huddled. He burst forth,
ranting and demanding to know what
the @*l$ was going on. He then proceeded to hose down Vernon Place.
Now normally the story ends here and
everyone complains, but he was not
done. He got tired of his spot against
the walland decided that the bushes in
front of High Rise needed some nourishing urea. Did he squeeze off the
stream flowing from his body? No. Instead he managed to waddle over to the
bushes mid-stream. Unfortunately, The
Wide WorldofSportsvanpulledupseconds too late to capture this truly remarkable feat.

"Concepts of Art and Beauty in the Work of
Vincent d'Indy" will be presented by Assistant
Professor of Music Gail Woldu, as part of the Faculty Lecture Series. Admission is free. Located in
the Faculty Club in Hamlin Hall.

Thursday, December 7

8:00 PM

"Do Students Learn More Where Parents Have
More Educational Choices?" will be presented as
the Shelby Cullom Davis Endowment lecture at
Trinity College, by Jay P. Greene of the Manhattan Institute for Policy Research. Admission is free,
located in McCook Auditorium.

Thursday, December 7

6:30 PM

Author Stephen Goddard will be presenting
and signing his book "Colonel Albert Pope and His
American Dream Machines" in the Smith House.
The book is about the life and times of a bicycle
tycoon turned automotive pioneer. Stephen
Goddard practices law and teaches history at
Trinity College and the University of Hartford.
Free and open to the public, refreshments will be
served. For more info call Joe Barber at 297-2456.

Friday, December 8

3:00 PM

Professor S. Leslie Blatt of Clark University will
be presenting "The Cookbook of the Stars" in
McCook 106. Prof. Blatt will discuss the processes
of stellar evolution by means of which the chemical elements are built up from primordial interstellar hydrogen.
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ITORMAN'
Latin American and Iberian Film
Series
On Wednesday, December 6, the Latin American and Iberian Film Festival presents
"Viridiana." acted in the Boyer Auditorium in the
Life Sciences Cetner. The film features English
subtitles and guest speaks. Admission is free.

TWENTY-MINUTE PLAY
FESTIVAL

Directing students in the theater and dance department at Trinity College present fresh perspectives on short plays. Nine plays will be
presented daily. Located in Studio 19, 3rd floor,
Seabury Hall.
Thursday, December 7: the first set of plays (bill
#1) is performed at 4:15 PM. The second set (nill#
2) is performed at 8:00 PM
Friday, December 8: the second set of plays (bill
#2) is permformed at 4:15 PM. The first set (bill
#1) is performed at 8:00 PM.

New England Contra Dance

Presented on Saturday, December 9 from 8:00
PM through 11:00 PM at the American Legion
Post, 275 Main St, Wethersfield, CT. Music by
Christine Hale and the Wingnuts. Workshop and
7:30 PM. Admission is $7.00/ No partner needed,
all dances taught, beginners welcome. Call 860233-6603.

Jam Session

Friday, December 8

There will be a Jam Session on Saturday, December 9, from 5:30 PM - 7:30 PM at the American Legion Post, 275 Main Street, Wethersfield, CT.
Play New England Contra Dance Tunes ~ reels,
jigs, and waltzes. Open to musicians of all instruments and skill levels. Admission is free. Call 860232-2504 for more information.

Dr. Alan Natapoff will be presenting "Why the
Electoral College must NOT be changed" in
McGook Auditorium at 12:00 PM and in Boyer
Auditorium at 4:00 PM.

On Sunday, December 10 at 4:00 PM and 7:00
PM the Festival Service of Lessons and Carols will
be held in the Chapel, will be held in the Chapel.

Wednesday, January 17

4:00 PM

"Regionalization from Below: Human Rights
NGOs in Southern Africa" by Associate Professor
of International Studies Michael Niemann, as
partof the Faculty Lecture Series at Trinity College. Admission is free, loacted in the Faculty Club
in Hamlin Hall.

Festival of Lessons and Carols

Music Series at South Church
The Music Series at South Church, 90 Main
Street, New Britain, CT, will present "A Candlelight Festival of Nine Lessons and Carols" on Sunday, December 17 at 4:00 PM. Admission is free.
There will be a reception following the festival.
For more information, call 860-223-7555.

CINESTUDIO
DRT AND THE WOMEN

Wed. - Sat., Dec. 6-9
Sat., Dec. 9

7:30 PM
2:30 PM

(2000) Directed by Robert Altman. Screenplay by Anne Rapp. Music by Lyle Lovett. Cast Richard
Gere, Helen Hunt, Farrah Fawcett, Laura Dern, Shelley Long, Liv Tyler. A country music singer on the
brink of a nervous breakdown (Nashville), an eccentric Southern matriarch (Cookie's Fortune), a call
girl on the Western frontier (McCabe and Mrs. Miller) - Robert Altman has populated his films with
unforgettable, interesting women. In Dr. T, Richard Gere makes a neat stand-in for the director: a man
whose job (he's a gynecologist) brings him into the orbit of diverse and demanding women. A hero to the
debutantes of Dallas, Gere finds considerably less success at home, with his inexplicably blank wife
(Farrah Fawcett), his tipsy sister-in-law (Laura Dern) and his soon-to-be-married daughter (Kate
Hudson), a Dallas Cowgirl wannabe who's developed a thing for her maid of honor (Liv Tyler). 122 min.

PHISH: BITTERSWEET MOTEL

Fri. & Sat., Dec. 8 & 9

10:00 PM

(2000) Directed by Todd Phillips. With Trey Anastasiojon Fishman, Mike Gordon and Page McConnell.
Let's hope the news of Phish breaking up are just a bad dream. If it's true, a pilgrimage to see this band
play together - at least on the screen - seems like it might help. Phish, for the uninitiated few, is a defiantly
low-tech band that has won tons of fans without either radio play or overkill promotion. Watching Phish
during it's 97-98 tour, from Europe to the Great Went Festival in Maine, it's easy to see why. The music is
great, the attitude minimal, the play list changes every night, and the band members connect with their
audience as if they actually like them. To quote Mike Gordon, "they don't know what's going to happen,
just like we don't know what's going to happen." 80 min.

THE BALLAD OF RAMBLING JACK

Sun. - Tues., Dec. 10-12
Sun., Dec. 10

7:30 PM
2:30 PM

(2000) Directed by Aiyana Elliott. With: Ramblin'Jack Elliott, Arlo Guthrie, Odetta, Kris Kristofferson,
Johnny Cash. Having survived disco, punk, rap and techno-pop, folk music today is alive and well. One
person who deserves our thanks is Ramblin'Jack Elliott, a somewhat forgotten member of the amazing
folk scene in Greenwich Village of the early '60s. Born Elliott Adnopoz in Brooklyn, Ramblin'Jack forged
a new identity as a singing cowboy and a devote of the social consciousness of Woody Guthrie. In a new
film directed by his daughter, we learn that while Elliott's buddies, from Bob Dylan to Kris Kristofferson,
soared to success, Elliott got sidetracked in the chaotic life on the road. In 1998, for his life's work of
performing - and passing along - the songs he loves, Elliott was awarded the National Medal of Arts. 112
mm,
""'"
-compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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SUM AND SUBSTANCE
The exhibit "Sum and Substance" will continue to be on display until Friday, December 8
in the Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center. It features drawings by Elizabeth Gourlay, Gordon
Meinhard, Marilyn Ranker, John Rosis, Heidi
Whitman, and Kitty Sweet Winslow. Admission
is free. Open from 1:00 PM through 6:00 PM daily.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Great Hollow Wilderness School
Outdoor Leadership Certification
Courses
Trinity College Career Services is offering two
outdoor leadership certification courses. One is a
10-day sea kayaking expedition through the Everglades National Park, Florida. Cost is $800. It is
offered twice, in January and March. Register
ASAP for the January course. The other course is
a 30-day backpacking expedition in Wind River
Range, Wyoming, injuly. Cost is $2000. Visit Trinity College Career Services Website for more information.

Library and Information technology
Center Series

Wednesday, December S;j:??: it::t- H;
l ' ^ . ^

All are invited to attend luncheon presentations on Thursday, December 7 as part of the Library and Information Technology Center (L1TC)
series. Presentation will take place in Mather Hall,
Wean Terrace Room B, from 1:00 PM to 1:30 PM.
Featuring Dean Miller Brown, Dean Steve
Peterson, and Richard Ross, college librarian.

Women's Reading Group

:

:

•:-flfh;.;-•; C •;••;• : \ ; R i r i g ' i r i g ; l e s s o n s ;

The Women's Reading Group will be meeting
at 12:15 PM on "Thursday, December 7 in the
Women's Center Lounge to.discuss "Hometown"
by Tracy Kidder. Bring your own lunch, cookies,
fruit and coffee will be provided.

Booksigning

-:: 6 : 3 0 PM;: •

Friday, December 8
12:15 Pm
;

;;.'.'

Come celebrate the publication if "Trinity College in the Twentieth Century, a History" at a book
signing by Peter and Anne Knapp on Thursday,
Muslim Prayers : :: ; V. December7 from 4:30 PM to 6:00 PM in Gallows
: ;
:
Grypt Chapel
• • •,:. Hill Bookstore.

Saturday, December 9
5:15 PM

. Service of Prayer
and Worship

Sunday, December 10
•4:00 PM, 7:00 PM

;

Lessons and Carols
Festival
5:00PM,
Holy Eucharist Service.
5:30PM • V ; ; : v - : i ; - K i ^ ^ : i ; ; n ^ i e & l i i M ^ L '

The Trinity Papers

The deadline to submit your undergraduate
work for the Trinity Papers is January 22, 2001.
The editorial board will accept essays, term papers, reports, scientific research documents, and
any other works of analytic or expository nature.
Please bring the papers to Dean Ronald J;
Spencer's Office, in Williams 232..

Now PLAYING
Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, next to Webster Bank
Show times are from Friday, December 1 through Thursday, December 7, unless other
wise noted. Show times may have changed since press time, so please call 232-2820 to
verify features and times.
Almost Famous
Digimon: The Movie
The Little Vampire
The Perfect Storm

4:30 PM, 7:00 PM
2:00 PM
2:00 PM
4:00 PM, 7:00 PM

Crown Palace 17 & Odyssey

The 6th Day
Bounce
Charlie's Angels
Dr. Seuss' How The Grinch Stole Christmas
Everest
The Legend of Bagger Vance
Little Nicky
The Living Sea
Meet the Parents
Men of Honor
Red Planet
Remember the Titans
Rugrats In Paris: The Movie
Unbreakable

The Thang
On Thursday, December 7, The Thang perform
from 9:30 PM until 12:30 AM at the Bistro Koeppel
student center. Alt. bev, ID required.

Bookhouse Boys
On Wednesday, December 6, Bookhouse Boys
perform from 9:30 PM thorugh 11:30PM at the Bistro Koeppel Student Center.

Vieques: A Peaople Forging Futures
Todo Connecticut con Vieques is presenting a
film which tells the story of a people struggling
against the US Navy Bombardment of Vieques (A
small island municipality of Puerto Rico) which
resulted in the death of a civilian last year and
has caused severe environmental damage affecting residents and wildlife. The film will be shown
on Thursday, December 7 from 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM
in the Boyer Audiorium in the Life Sciences Center. Call Jose Garcia at 278-2044 ext 296 for more
information.

MIDNIGHT BREAKFAST
Come have your professors and the administration serve YOU breakfast! Eggs-am breakfast will
be held at 10:00 PM on Tuesday, December 12 in
Mather. All Trinity students are welcome to come,
admission is free.

Free Ice Skating
There will be free skating again this year at
Kingswood Oxford School. If you are a Trinity student or employee you are allowed to use the rink
for free ice skating during Sundays: Dec 5, Dec. 10,
Dec. 17, Jan. 14, and Feb. 18 between 12:45 PM 2:30 PM. Your Trinity ID is required for admission.
No equipment is available, so be sure to bring your
own skates.

Glassiiieils
SPRING BREAK 2001!
CANCUN Sx BAHAMAS
EAT, DRINK, TRAVEL FOR FREE.WANTED
CAMPUS REPS!
Call USA SPRING BREAK, toll free (877) 460.6077
for trip info and rates.
25 Continuous Years of Student Travel!
www.springbreakusa.com
Part Time Positions Available
flexible hours
working with other Trinity students
Call Jerry Morris Package 246-3595

Community Service
Charter Oak Cultural Center

Located at 330 New Park Avenue. Show times are for Friday, December 1 through Thurs
day, December 7, unless otherwise noted. Show times may have changed since presstime,
so please call 247-CRWN to verify features and times.
102 Dalmatians G
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12:20 PM, 1:05 PM, 2:35 PM, 3:15 PM, 4:50 PM, 5:30 PM,
7:05 PM, 7:45 PM, 9:20 PM, 9:55 PM
1:35 PM, 4:30 PM, 8:00 PM, 10:35 PM
12:55 PM, 3:20 PM, 5:35 PM, 8:10 PM, 10:30 PM
12:45 PM, 3:00 PM, 4:55 PM, 7:35 PM, 9:35 PM
12:05 PM, 12:50 PM, 2:40 PM, 3:10 PM, 5:00 PM,
5:40 PM, 7:15 PM, 8:05 PM, 9:30 PM, 10:25 PM
11:30 AM, 2:00 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:30 PM
9:15 PM
1:25 PM, 3:25 PM, 5:25 PM, 8:15 PM, 10:15 PM
12:45 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:45 PM, 8:15 PM
12:05 PM, 2:30 PM, 4:45 PM, 7:20 PM, 9:40 PM
1:20 PM, 4:05 PM, 7:30 PM, 10:10 PM
7:55 PM, 10:20 PM
12:30 PM, 3:40 PM, 7:25 PM, 9:50 PM
12:25 PM, 1:30 PM, 2:25 PM, 3:25 PM, 4:20 PM,
5:20 PM, 7:10 PM
12:15 PM, 1:00 PM, 1:40 PM, 2:45 PM, 3:30 PM, 4:15 PM,
5:10 PM, 7:00 PM, 7:40 PM, 8:20 PM, 9:25 PM,
10:05 PM,10:45,PM

The Charter Oak Cultural Center (COOC) has a
great opportunity, in Historic Preservation and
Building Renovation. The Charter Oak Cultural
Center is located in Charter Oak Temple, which is
an historic temple built in 1876. Any history or architecture student would be excelllent for this, position. The responsibilites include:
; -assist staff with tasks related to the building
. --help reconstruct history of building renovation/restoration
•
. ,
-attend COCC building committee meetings
when appropriate
—clean up and organize fields convering the history of the building renovation/restoration from
the early 70's through the present. If this sounds
intersting, call liz Pon at the Charter Oak Cultural
Center at 249-1207,

Girl Scouts of Hartford
- • Girls Scouts of Hartford are looking for any1 students studying for a career in teaching (or any other
interested people), Volunteers are wanted to help
the girls with their projects and help lead Girl Scout
programs. If you want some practical experience
with children to helpyou get started with your career.call Ayodele atthe girl scouts at 522-0612 x 299.

Large Cheese Pizza

233-8888

495 Farmington Avenue

Fe deliver anywhere in fed Hartford or Hartford

233-8888
Open 7 days a week -11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.

$7,00 minimum
for delivery

We deliver slices and cigarettes

Pick-up Only!
Monday Only!
Use your charge card
for any delivery...
($10.00 minimum)

Small 12" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Medium 16" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Small
Medium
Large
Sicilian
Cheese
$ 7.50
;....
$ 9.85
$13.00
$13.00
Pepperoni Pepperoni
$9.00
$13.00
$17.00
$18.00
Veggie
$10.00
$14.85
$17.50
$18.50
Sgt Pepperoni Special
$11.50...
$18.00
$22.00
$22.00
Additional Toppings
$ .50
$ 1.00
$ 1.50
$ 1.50
TOPPINGS: Pepperoni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, Tomatoes and Ham.

HEROES (Hot or Cold)

CALZONES

Phiily Cheese Steak
$5.50
Philly Cheese Steak w/Bacon
$6.25
Phiily Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak
, $7.45
.Chicken Pa.rjnigia.na
....$5.15
Eggplant Parmigiana
....,...,,,....,.,,,,..,...,,...,,,',,,.,,....™ $5.15
Meatball Pannlgiana
$5.15
Ham, Salami, Cheese
,
$5.40
Ham &Cheese
;
$5.15
Turkey & Cheese
;...........
$5.15
Tuna & Cheese
$5,15
Veggie & Cheese
$4,50
Pepperoni & Cheese
.
$5,40
Salami & Cheese
..
..
$4.90
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese.
$5,65
Grilled Turkey, Bacon &Cheese
$6.00
BLT& Cheese
$4.25
Grilled Ham & Cheese
$4.90

Calzone
each additional filling

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mushrooms,
mayo, BBQ sauce, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup.

Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with Rscotta, Mozzarella and Parmesan
cheeses blended with your choice of filling and a side cup of marinara sauce.

DINNERS
served w/garli'c bread w/cheese
••Lasagna • Manieotti • Ravioli • Stuffed Shells ••
$6.30 (with Meat - $1.00 extra)
:

,

$4.90
$ .50

APPETIZERS

Buffalo Tenders....
(6) for $5.75
Buffalo Wings (mild, hot or suicide) ,........._...„...„.,. (12) for $6.00
Chicken Fingers
$6.00
Mozzarella Sticks
(7) for $4.75
Onion Rings..,
,,..,,$3.20
French Fries
...,....,....„,....;,...,... $2.65
Cheese Fries
,
$3.70
Fried Dough
•.. (8) for $2.50
Breadsticks
(8) for $2.50
Garlic Bread.
;. • $1-85
Garlic Bread w/cheese
$2.40
Chips
,
• $.50

SALADS

Tossed Salad
Antipasto Salad
Tuna Salad
Extra Dressing

$4.05
$5.75
....$5.75
$ .50

DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Italian, Fat Free Italian

DESSERTS
Triple Chocolate Cake

$3.25

SODAS (one liter) $1.60

All prices do not include tax.

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced "fea

(two liter)*$2.50
Coke, Sprite, Grape, Orange

$2.00 XWM;

Pizza: ;(i)fiilif^
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Trinity Winter Sports Team Updates
Track and Field
Women's Hockey
BY WILLIAM DICK

Sports Editor

The Trinity College Track and
Field Team traveled to Wesleyan
on the second of December to
compete at the Wesleyan Relays Indoor Track and Field
Meet.
The team performed well on
the whole, highlighted by several outstanding individual
performances. Junior Oliver
Page won the pole vault and
freshman Francis Vincent won
the triple jump.
Senior co-captain Amanda
Rival finished second in both
the 55-meter high hurdles and
the high jump, while sophomore Lauren Young placed second in both the shot put and the
weight throw for the Bantam
women. Junior Beth Landry
also added a second-place performance in the triple jump.
As the upperclassmen on the
squad experienced success at
Wesleyan, the presence of the
TOP TRINITY FINISHES
Men
4x200 m Relay: 3. Trinity, 1;39.21
4x800 m Relay: 1. Trinity, 8:24.88
4x1,500 m Relay: 1.17:45.39
Distance Medley: 1.10:48.38
Pole Vault: 1. Oliver Page, 13'00.00"
Longjump: Francis Vincent 5.87 m
Triple Jump: 1. Vincent, 12.61 m
Shot Put: 2. Alvin Choi, 10.65 m
Weight Throw: Alvin Choi 10.25 m

team's less experienced players
was also evident. Freshman
Alvin Chon won the weight
throw and placed second in the
shot put in his collegiate debut,
• The Bantams also dominated
the relays with first-place
showings in the women's and
men's 4x800 meters, 4x1,500
meters, and distance medleys.
The Track and Field team's
first meet of the season was certainly promising, indicating
that the season to come will
show further success. The
team's organization and its
leadership should be noted.
The head coach for both
teams is George Suitor and the
assistant coaches are Irv Black,
Bill Kelleher, Ed Mighten and
KarlLerum. Each coach brings
considerable experience to .the
program.
The teams are led by captain
Todd Markelz '01 and female cocaptains Marisa Eddy and
Amanda Rival. The team will
travel to the Harvard International on December 9.
Women
55 m HH: 2. Amanda Rival, 8.97
4x200 m Relay: 2. Trinity, 154.35
4x800 m Relay: 1. Trinity, 10:15.63
4x1,500 m Relay: 1. Trinity
Dist. Medley: 1. Trinity, 14:05.07
High Jump: 2. Rival, 411.75"
Longjump: 3. Beth Landry, 4.70 m
Triplejump: 2. Landry, 10.0 m
Shot Put: 2. Lauren Young, 8.36 m
Weight Throw. 2. Young, 11.5 m
55 m Dash: 3. Francis Vincent, 6.76

BY WILLIAM DICK

Sports Editor

many attempts.
The next day the Trinity Bantams traveled to Rochester Tech •
and experienced a 4-1 loss,
bringing their record to 0-4
overall in the ECAC. It appeared that Trinity had the momentum early on, as they got on
the board first with a goal at the
10:33 mark of the opening period. Trinity's goal was scored
by freshman forward Samantha
Lee (the first goal of her college

more. Soon we are going tostart
winning."
The women's hockey team
remains optimistic that they
will be able to rebound in their
upcoming game against Buffalo
on December 9th.
If the team can find a way to
earn a victory in this game, they
will undoubtedly gain a fresh
outlook on the rest of the season.
The team eagerly awaits the
return of several key players

During this past week the
women's hockey team continued to experience difficulty, losing to both Hamilton College
arid Rochester Tech in close
games. These two most recent
losses extended their losing
streak to four games.
On December 1st the team
travelled to Hamilton and suffered a 3-1 defeat at the hands of
"Our two most recent losses reflect the
the Continentals. This brought
progress
we have made this season. Last
the team's record to 0-3 overall
year, we lost to both Hamilton and
in the NESCAC and the ECAC,
while Hamilton advanced to 2Rochester Tech by a lot more. Soon we
0 overall and 1-0 in the
are going to start winning." - Katie
NESCAC and the ECAC.
Bowman
After Hamilton scored goals
in the first and second periods,
Trinity rallied to get on the career). Juniordefensemen Kate that have been abroad for the
board at 4:47 of the final period, Heney and Jessica Martin were Fall semester. Superstars Eliza
when sophomore forward credited with the assist on the Nordeman '02 and Kim Willis
Lindsay Peet scored, assisted by goal.
'02 will contribute to the team's
senior co-captain forward
The Rocheser Tigers re- offense and also add to its posiVanessa Heaton. The Trinity sponded with four straight tive chemistry. It is rumored
squad was unable to do any goals, however, and by rifling that they have been training inmore damage however, and the the game winner into the net tensely in Florence, so the team
Continentals went on to score with 34 seconds to go in the sec- remains confident that they
a late insurance goal, bringing ond period. Trinity freshman won't miss a step when they rethe score to 3-1.
goalie MacKinnon had another turn.
The performance of Trinity's great game, stopping 40 shots
Furthermore, there has been
freshman goalie, Meredith for the Bantams.
more talk that Caroline "the
MacKinnon, should be ap- Sophomore Katie Bowman penguin" Cummings is considplauded, as the Bantams were commented, "our two most re- ering coming out of retirement,
outshot 44-14. Responsible for cent losses reElect the progress as it has been lonely in Antarc41 saves, MacKinnon resembled we have made this season. Last tica.
a brick wall in front of the net, year, we lost to both Hamilton
The team is optimistic that
she was simply faced by too and..Rochester Tech by a lot they will rebound after break.

CHEESE PIZZA:

SIDE ORDERS

14" Medium $7.95
16" Large $9.95
Additional Toppings: $.50onmed. $1.00 on large

WINGS (Mild, Hot) ... . (10) , . . . . . . . . •.:.. .. .'*... $5.25
M O Z Z A R E L L A S T I C K S ( 8 ) . . . . . . > \ . , , . . . . . , $4.95
C H I C K E N F I N G E R S .. ( 1 0 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , $4.95
GARLIC BREAD , , . . . (16") ; . . , .
, , . $3.00
FRIES
. . . . . . . ; . . . . : . . ' . . . S199
CHIPS
,,:...•....,...,,,,. $.50

anchovies
garlic
olives
ricofta '

bacon
hamburger
onions
sausage

broccoli
cherry peppers
pepperoni
spinach

eggplant
mushrooms
peppers
tomatoes ,

SHEET PAN PIZZA"
$15.00

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES
H O U S E SPECIAL •'.,.. ^ED $10.00 ..LARGE;$15.00
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions,
peppers.
. \
•

Additional toppings $2.00 each
• • 4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASEII

GRINDERS
S"H*ir
16" Whole
COOKED SALAMI
.$3.95 . . . . . . $7.90
PASTRAMI
,
'...
$3,95 . . . . . . $7.90
GENOA
......$3.95
$7.90
HAM
.......$3.95
$7.90
TURKEY
:. $3.95 . •
$7.90
PEPPERONI
$3.95
$7,90
ROAST BEEF
$3.95
$7.90
TUNA
'
$3.95
$7,90
COMBO (2 kinds of above) . . . . . . $4.50
$9.00
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA
$3.95
$7.90
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA . . . . . . . .$4.25
.$8.50
CHICKEN CUTLET
$4.25
$8.50
VEAL PARMIGIANA
$4.25
$8.50
VEAL CUTLET
$4.25
$8.50
STEAK/CHEESE
$4.25
$8.50
MEATBALLS . . . . . . . . . . . .
$3.95 . . . . . . $7.90
SAUSAGE .•..., . ; . , . . . . . . . . / ; .$3.95 . . . . • • $7.90
B.L.T.
$3.95 ..'....$7.90
VEGGIE/CHEESE
.$3.95 . . . . . . $7.90
ITALIAN , . . . . . . , . , . , . . . . . . . . . $ 4 . 9 9
.$9.98

498B FARMINGTON AVENUE * HARTFORD

CHICKEN PESTO . . . . MED $9.95 '•. ..LARGE $13.25.
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted.in pesto sauce.

236-2616

S H R I M P PESTO . . . . . M E D $11.25 . LARGE $14.25
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes,
basted in Pesto sauce.
,
.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • 11:00 AMTO2:00 AM

**FREE DELIVERY**
With $7.00 Minimum Purchase
Zke (%e$t &izza {of Zfte (%est

COMBO SPECIAL
Large Cheese
10 Wings (Fingers)
2 lifer Soda
Toppings Extra

SALADS
CHICKEN SALAD

'• • $6.00

Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes,
olives and cucumbers.

CHEF SALAD

$5.75

ANTIPASTO

55.75

Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce.

TUNASALAD

••

• * 5 - 2s

Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers. .

GREEK SALAD

$5.25

Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers,
cucumbers and olives, .
;
.
TOSSED SALAD
. . . . . . . . . . . $1.95
Italian, Creamy Italian, French, Blue Cheese, Ranch
Thousand Island, and Lite Italian.
,
A0<t
Extra Dressing
•

Buy a Large Cheese
With One Topping
And Got A Second
Large Cheese For

*5.99

*2.00 OFF

FREE

Large
Cheese Pizza

2 LITER SODA
With Any Large
Cheese Pizza

*1.00 OFF | B u y 1 6 " Gktnt Grinder

"Medium
.
And Get
s
Cheese Pizza
1 BAG OF CHIPS h
2 CANS OF SODA "
1 CAN SODA

-JERK

1-J7SJL-.

Coupon Can't Be Combined With Any Other Offer.
Must Mention Coupons When Ordering.
One Coupon per order.

WHITE PIE .,
MED $7.95 . . . LARGE $9.95,
Fresh Mozzarella, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.
W H I T E CLAM . . . . . . . . MED $7.95 . . . LARGE $9.95
Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
R A N C H C H I C K E N .. MED $9.95 .. URGE $13.25
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions,
tomatoes, basted In ranch dressing.
H A W A I I A N . , ; , . , . -...'..MED $9.95' .. LARGE $13.25
Plnaapple, peppers, ham and hot sauce.

PASTA AND DINNERS
SPAGHETTI, ZIT1 OR SHELLS WITH SAUCE . . . . $5.95
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHELLS WITH MEATBALLS $6.95
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHELLS WITH SAUSAGE $6.95
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
$7.95
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA . . . . . . $8.95
VEAL PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA . . . . . . . . $7.95
BAKED ZITI
, . . . . / . . $7.95
MEAT RAVIOLI
' . . . : . . . . . . . , ' . . . . $6.95
CHEESE RAVIOLI
. , . . . . , $6.95
VEGGIE RAVIOLI
;
.'.
$6.95
Includes salad and roll
DESSERT
Chaese Cake
Cappachino Chocolate Cake
BEVERAGES

$2.25
$2.25
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New York, New York, Men's Hockey Beats St.
and NE College
Big City of Dreams Anselm
Team Advances to 5-1-1 After Back to Back Wins
Things in New YorkAin 't A Iways How They Seem
B Y JUSTIN SUGHRUE

Sports Editor

Can you imagine being from Kansas
City, and having to root for the Royals
and the Chiefs every year? If you're pent
up in Pittsburgh, you have to root for the
Pirates. If you're ensconced in Cincinnati, go Bengals. If you're viable and from
Vancouver, I feel for you, 'cause not only
do you have to cheer for the Canucks, but
the Grizzlies as well.
If you've lived the life of a spoiled fan,
however, then most likely you're from a
major city, like Boston, LA, or New York.
Some may say that big cities like these
are unfair to the rest, because many offer two teams per sport. Boo hoo, people.
Why don't you move to one of them, and
you'll quickly be defending your new
team. Why? Because they're good.
Growing up in New York was awesome, because I was able to enjoy the
likes of Phil Simms, Al Toon, Howard
Johnson, Don Mattingly, and of course,
Patrick Ewi ng (God rest his aching knees
and crappy new team).
These men were at many times the heroes of a New York child who was lucky
enough to see them at the stadium, the
arena, or the
beloved
Garden.
New York
sports have
always been
good, if not
the best, and
that
has
made it fun
to be a diehard fan of
New York
teams.
E v e n
when two
New York
teams play
each other,
forcing fans
to
split
along allegiance lines as in the recent
Subway Series, the city seems to come
alive with excitement.
But there exist certain drawbacks to
being a New York fan. First and foremost,
the number one drawback of being a
New York fan is that you are a New York
fan. He's losing his mind. No seriously,
this is really the case, if only you'll allow
me to explain. To those outside the tight
circle of New York fans, the general consensus is not one of approval, acceptance, or apathy, Rather, I would argue
that it is one of disdain, dislike, and derisiveness. As a New York fan, 1 can tell
you that we are ruthless individuals.
1 got my first taste of New York fans at
a World Series game in 1986, when I saw
Daryl Strawberry hit a home run. Looking back I realize it must have been all
the drugs that made him so strong, but
at that time I was an innocent, naive
child. Look at him now.
Anyway, right after this wonderful
moment, tens of thousands of fans leapt
into the air in pure joy, the most a little
seven year old had ever seen contained
in one place. But the air changed quickly,
as 1 saw a man with what looked like his
son's Mets t-shirt on, leaning over the
front row, spilling beer all over his fat
belly.
He was yelling, but he didn't have a
smile on his face like the other fans. Oh,
quite the contrary. As the other fans began sitting down and the noise subsided,
I could hear this waste of space quite
clearly: "Hey, Boggsy; [Wade Boggs, the
Red Sox third Baseman] how'd ya like
that one, tough guy, eh? Can't really field

it when it's over the %&*!ing fence, now
can you, Mr. Supasta? Oh yeah, Boggsy,
still beatin" the wife or what?"
At this point my Dad covered my ears,
but I wasn't stupid, and I had heard
enough already to know that New York
fans were not nice people.
My second experience occurred when
I was fourteen, and I was at Yankees
game. Just as a preemptory note, Shea
stadium is like a Friendly's restaurant in
comparison to Yankee Stadium, which
is more of a steakhouse, or even a strip
club. The types of people that regularly
attend Yankees games are of a breed unknown to people from Hartford, where
the teams are either extinct or simply
never existed.
So. I'm at the Yankees game, enjoying
some nuts and a Coke, which only
amounted to nine dollars or so, when
suddenly I became wet. What did he do,
piss his pants? Did it start raining? An

individual, or maybe a group of frustrated jockos tallying up their total I.Q.,
had become frustrated, and decided to
toss a beer from the upper deck and it
landed on my frickin' head.
As I turned to look up, I saw people
pointing and laughing. But I was one of
them! I had paid for my ticket as they
had! For these
nine frickin'
innings, I was a
New York fan,
and a pretty
good one! I
brought my
glove,
for
Christ's sake! It
didn't matter
to them. They
just wanted to
throw a beer,
those philistines!
The third
story that typifies the New
York fan scene
involved myself and a Miami Heat fan at a Knicks game a couple
of years ago. The man was berating
Larry Johnson for his poor shooting,
while barking at Coach Jeff Van Gundy
that Johnson should be traded. I obviously disagreed with the man, and began calling him "Big Pun," because he
looked like the fat rapper himself, God
rest his soul. He obviously did not take
to this nickname, but as it caught on
with other fans, he had nothing to say.
The stories could go on and on: football games next to naked drunks, basketball games with constant fists being
thrown in the stands, or ranger games
complete with mass pounding of the
boards all paint a picture of New York
fans. They're not a pretty lot, but they
do love their teams, and their antics are
actually hilarious most of the time, as
long as they're not directed at your head.
Anyway, it's off to Rome for my co-editor and 1.1 hope the Trinity community
finds other parts of the paper that are
funny next semester, and I really enjoyed
all of the positive feedback on my editorials. Have a great spring. Go Bantams!

I AM NOT A CROOK

AIRBORNE]
OLD FORMULA

B
C
Sold in most Drug Stores or via our web site

) www.AirborneHealth.*
[
or call 1-800-590-9794
•AIRBORNE WORKS U K E MAG1CI' -n.KAB.Hn!

AIRBORNE!
, •jiSold in most Drug Stores or via our web site

g§ www.AirborneHealth.'
JK
. or call 1-800-S90-97a4

•MOW I DON'T CATCH C O W • t.c M*. o » m . . m'

College. New England played hard
throughout, but the bantams proved to
Sports Writer
be too much. For the second night in a
row, Griffin opened the game's scoring on
The Trinity's Men's Hockey team a power play goal,
notched two more victories this past
Griffin's goal came at 16:31 of the first
weekend. The team traveled up to New period and was assisted by Brown and
Hampshire and battled Saint Anselm on Dan Gyllstrom '04. Trinity opened up a
Friday night. The Bantams then traveled two goal lead in the second period as
across the Granite state to take on New Freshman Sean Doherty scored his secEngland College. The team continued its ond goal of the weekend. O'Leary and
strong play and with the two wins- the Gyllstrom assisted on the Doherty goal,
Bantams are off to an impressive 5-1-1 which came at 16:32 of the third period.
start.
Trinity blew the game open early in
On friday night, after a scoreless first the third on goals by Greason and
period, Trinity was able to put Saint Fenwick. After Greason's goal, assisted
Anselm away early in the second period, by Petrov and Kleiner, Fenwick interas the Bantams scored four goals in the cepted an NEC pass in the neutral zone
first seven minutes of the second frame. and scored an unassisted goal to give
Junior center Jeff Griffin made the most Trinity a 4-0 lead.
of his return from the injured list, as he
New England College fought hard and
opened the games scoring on a power closed the gap with two straight goals.
play goal at 1:19 of the second period. He Trinity then put the game out of reach
was assisted by Greg O'Leary '03 and on a power play goal by Petrov from Lans
Ryan Beale '02.
and Kleiner. NEC added one more goal
Freshman Sean Doherty soon added to cap the scoring.
the Bantam's second goal with help from
Faulkner once again played well for
O'Leary and Griffin. Forty-five seconds the Bantams as the junior net minder relater Dennis Petrov '01 scored another corded 35 saves on the night and imbantam goal assisted by Matt Greason proved his record to 4-1-1 on the season.
'02 and Brian Fenwick '02.
Faulkner is near the top of the NESCAC
Fenwick then capped off the bantam's with a 2.13 goals against average and a
scoring outburst, as he netted Trinity's .938 save percentage.
second power play goal on a deflection
The Bantams currently lead the
in front that was assisted by Greason and NESCAC with a 4-0 (8 points) league
Martins Lans'02.
record. With a win over Johnson &
O'Leary soon capped the game's scor- Wales this Thursday, Trinity will be able
ing, as he scored the bantam's fifth goal to further establish itself as one of the top
at 0:37 of the third period. Goalie Geoff teams in the NESCAC.
Faulkner '02 earned his first career shutThe game is at the Kingswood Oxford
out with a thirty-five save performance School and will start at 7:45. Hopefully
on Friday night. Faulkner was aided'By another bigcrowdWillx'orn^ out to s«f>strong defensive play from Matt Brown port the team. Over vacation, the team
'02, Mike Sayre '02, Fenwick, Lans, and wil 1 travel to Northfield, Vermont to play
Captain David Kleiner '01,
in the Norwich Holiday Invitational.
On Saturday, Trinity won a hard The tournament will take two days,
fought 5-3 battle against New England spread over over the 29th and 30th.
B Y SHANE EARLY

¥OUR SPUING MtCflK PflCKAG€ INCLUDCS
Round-trip Qirfars
7 nights hotel accommodations
Round-trip airport & hotel transfers
free welcome, beach &
evening parties
Free admission to night clubs
Discounts on restaurants, water
sports S side excursions

Packages available to Negrll and
Montego Say
Professional on-site tour reps
Complete weekly activities program
offering optional sunset cruise,
booze cruise, toga party & more
Free bonus party pack
Optional meal plan Including
7 breakfasts and 7 dinners

Toi\vs
Price is per person based on quad occupancy; from select departure dtles. Other cities may qualify for reduction or require surcharae
U.S. and Jamaica departure tayes {currently $S8) and $12 handling charge additional. Rates increasa $30 on 12/15/00
Peak-week surcharges/off-week discounts may apply. Restrictions and cancellation penalties apply. Limited availability'
Subject to change without notice. Call for full details on hotel selection and availability
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Men's Squash is the Best in the World - Face It!
B Y ROHAN JUNEJA
\I Sports Writers
pr?

The Trinity Men's Squash
team jumped to an impressive
3-0 start in the last week. They
played their opening match last
Tuesday against MIT and Tufts
at Harvard. All nine matches
played were comfortably won
against both teams, and the
boys were really excited to begin the season with such an impressive start.
Assistant Coach Joe Pentland
was very happy to see the boys
play with such a high level of
determination. Said Pentland,
"If the team keeps up with the
same intensity and focus this
year, they will be very hard to
beat."
Nine players on the team
went to Boston to play the
match last Tuesday. Jonny Peter Smith '03, Akhil Behl '02,
Lefika Ragontse '02, and twin
brothers Rohan and Gaurav
Juneja '02 were unable to accompany the team due to prior

academic and personal commitments.
Sophomore Nick Kyme and
freshmen Michael Ferreira and
Pat Malloy won their matches
with ease at number one, two,
and three, respectively. Playing
at four, five, and six were CoCaptain Loua Stransky Coetzee
'01, and juniors Rohan Bhappu
and Noah Wimmer, each of
whom made quick work of their
opponents.
Co- Captain Duncan Pearson
'01, despite playing with an injured back and a limp wrist, ran
his opponent off the court in
typical 'Philly' fashion. Senior
Josh Miller and sophomore
Thad Roberts both played quite
impressively at numbers eight
and nine respectively. Captains
Coetzee and Pearson were very
happy to see the team play with
such enthusiasm and vigor.
They celebrated with a victory
dance around a pile of squash
rackets.
On Sunday morning the
Franklin & Marshall team was
here to play against the Trinity

with some fine stroke play and
finesse.
Captain Coetzee and Pearson
were glad to get an opportunity
to play against a strong international team that came all the
way from South Africa.
The boys from South Africa
will be staying on campus Monday night, before heading to
Boston on Tuesday to play
"If they continue to train hard and play
against Harvard, the number
well with the kind of confidence and spirit two ranked squash college in
the United States. The coach of
they played with today, it will be an
the UCT team was delighted to
extremely difficult task for other teams
have his boys play at Trinity.
to beat them."
He said, "Trinity has a rock
solid team with some great
and Josh Miller playing at the ber 1 from UCT( University Of depth in their line up. If they
continue to train hard and play
number nine spot were the only Cape Town).
two to drop a game against the
Smith won in a hard fought well with the kind of confiF & M boys.
four game battle. Behl, dence and spirit they played
Trinity played The Univer- Ragontse, Kyme, Ferreira, and with today, it will be an exsity of Cape Town, South Africa Malloy, playing at two, three, tremely difficult task for other
in a friendly match on Monday four, five and six respectively, teams to beat them."
evening at home. The Univer- won with relative ease.
The TrinityMen's Squash
sity of Cape Town team is in on
Gaurav Juneja at number team gets back in full swing in
a squash trip in the United seven, Loua Coetzee at number earlyjanuary to play the bulk of
States and will be playing other eight, and Noah Wimmer at their matches and to defend
colleges
like
Harvard, number nine all emerged as their National Championship
Princeton, Yale, and Amherst, winners by three games to love title for the third year in a row.

men. Sophomore Jonny Smith,
playing at number one, looked
very sharp, destroying his opponent in less than 25 minutes.
Kyme, Ferreira, Malloy, R.
Juneja, Wimmer and Roberts
blew their opponents out of
court in three quick games.
Lefika Ragontse at number two

having already played against
Williams.
They won their match
against Williams 6-3 but were
unable to find any luck against
the Trinity men. Trinity's number one Smith, the young lad
from Leeds, had a little bit of
difficulty getting past the iram-

The Sports Nut
announces,

December 5, 2000
COURTESY OF WWW.DAILY JOLT.COM

The Sports Nut travels the campus each weekend to find
out what people are thinking about various athletic issues, events, and endeavors that he finds interesting.
Catch him if you can.
This week, The Sports Nut made it all the way to the Blue
Oyster Bar, located in Hartford's sketchiest neighborhood.
Avoiding being mugged a couple of times, the Sports Nut
found two senior Tri-Delts in the recesses of the bar, and
decided to see how they felt about the women's ice hockey
team.

9:30p^fifi.
All editorial
are

Sports Nut: "So, girls, do think the team can rebound from
a rough start to the season?"
Bailey Kindlon'Ol: "Well, I think those girls are really
beauti..."
Kylah. Brown '01: "Oh quiet, Bailey,..You're beginning to
really turn me on...Come over here andgive me a
kiss...and this time make it. a real one, tiger!"

more
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Wrestling Starts Swimming and Diving Come
Season Off Strong Up Short at Brandeis Meet
Team Splits First Dual Meet at Home Moments of Personal Highlights Overshadow Team's Loss
BY JENNIFER STELMACK

Sports Writer

COURTESY OF DAVID KINGSLEY

Senior captain Steve Mulvihill dominating his opponent.
BY SHANE EARLY

Sports Writer

u

Trinity College's wrestling
team opened its dual meet season this past Saturday with a
tri-meet against Norwich University and Western New England College.
Plagued by injury, Trinity was
only able to win one of its two
matches. The bantams were
able to defeat WNEC 31-21, but
fell to Norwich 33-15.
In its opening match against
WNEC, Trinity shuffled its
lineup in hopes of filling some
of the holes left by injury. Of the
seven contested bouts, Trinity
won five.
Trinity got wins from Mike
Marcucio '01, Mark Foresi '03,
Wes Connell '04, Lucas
McKittrick '03, and Ted Govola
'01, while Eric Egolf '03 picked
up a forfeit for the Bantams.
After Norwich scored close
victory over WNEC, by a score
of 24-21, Trinity squared off
against the Cadets of Norwich
University. Trinity wrestled
well overall, but the team was
unable to recover from the 18-0
lead that three Trinity forfeits
had given Norwich.
Trinity won three of the seven
contested bouts and would have
likely won five of nine contested bouts had senior Steve
Mulvihill and freshman Mike
Doros not been sidelined with
injuries.
Three of Norwich's weakest
wrestlers were each able to earn
six points for their team thanks
to holes in the Bantam lineup at
the 184,197, and heavyweight
weight classes.
Highlights from the Norwich
match included a strong showing from freshman Matt Cino,
who filled in for Marcucio in the
day's second match and looked
strong while earning a victory
in the 133-pound class.
Eric Egolf also wrestled well,
scoring a first period pin against

Norwich. Particularly impressive in the Norwich match, Wes
Connell went toe to toe with one
of the top ranked wrestlers in
New England at the 157-pound
class.
Connell wrestled well and
appeared to have good chance at
outwrestling Norwich's 157, before the Norwich wrestler was
injured and Gonnell was
awarded the win by default.
Only earning a split on the
day was disappointing, especially when the only thing
keeping the bantams from winning both matches was injury.
However, overall the day was
successful.
Trinity wrestled well for the
most part and there is reason to
. be optimistic, thanks to strong
showing by upperclassmen and
impressive performances by
freshmen Matt Cino and Wes
Connell.
The return of sophomore
Mark Foresi, who will likely be
the top ranked wrestler in New
England at the 141-pound class
next week, also provided a lift
for the bantams. Foresi's return
coupled with Doros and
Mulvihill's return from injury
should put Trinity in position to
make a strong run in the New
Year.
The team's next meet will be
on December 7th, at Salve
Regina. It will take place at
8:00p.m. in Newport, Rhode Isl
land.
The wrestling team's final
match before vacation will be
on December 9th, against
Southern Vermont College. It
will be at 3:00p.m. at home and
the team hopes to attract a large
crowd of avid Bantam fans that
are eager to cheer them on.

After a hard week of practice
and a well spent Thanksgiving
break, the Trinity College Men's
and Women's Swimming and
Diving Teams were off to Massachusetts for their second meet
of the season. While the team
put forth an honorable effort,
they eventually emerged from
the race emptyhanded, falling
victim to a stronger and more
experienced squad.
The team had been warned
about the competition that
Brandeis would provide them
weeks in advance. In preparation for the race, senior captain
Cory Bernard had offered the
following words: "This is going
to be a tough meet guys, but I
think we can take them, we just
have to fight for every race, and
finish hard,"
The encouraging pre-meet
words offered by one of the
teamXcaptavras hadjsej;,the,stage,
for an extremely determined
team - though Trinity knew the
competition would be tough,
this didn't stop the team from
going into the meet fired up and
ready to contend.
The women's team had several fantastic performances.
Bernard stuck to her promising
pre-meet words by out-touching her competition. She took
first place in the 200 yard butterfly with a time of 2:30.08.
Juniors Lydia Barret and
Katie Lafleur scored points for
the women's team with a great
200 yard butterfly swims as
well. Freshman Julia Kaye
stepped up for the team taking
first place in the 1000 yard

freestyle with a time of 11:20.51.
This race, however, didn't stop
the driven freshman. In a
touch-out finish she took first
place in the 500-yd freestyle as
well. Kaye commented, "I definitely felt a lot stronger in this
meet than I did at Bates." Jenny
Bartlett '04 grasped a second
place victory with a solid 200yd
breaststroke, and Lauren
Albrecht '04 had a great 200
yard backstroke swim.
The divers put forth a great
effort as well. Senior captain
Katie Bryant took second place
in both the 1 meter and 3 meter
diving competitions. Freshman
diver Meghan Emilio, in her debut meet, put forth an excellent
performance on the 1-meter
board scoring a 124.45.
"The scores should have been
closer given the amount of excellent swims from the team.
Even though we may not have
won the meet, the team really
came together and worked hard
in every race," said senior capyj
Like the hard fighting
women, the men's team competed extremely well. Sophomore Chris Rorer took first
place in the 200 yard IM with a
time of 2:10.31 and in the 200
yard breaststroke with a time of
2:23.97.
.. Christian Sterling'02 competed well in his first meet since
returning from being abroad,
with a first place victory in the
200 yard butterfly. Along with
his teammate, Junior Alex
Blanchard also swam a strong
200 yard butterfly.
"Though it may not be my favorite race," he commented, "I
still go out there and swim hard
for the team."

Senior swimmer Andy
Copleman came through for the
men in the 1000 yard freestyle,
outracing his competition and
scoring valuable points for the
team. The team battled hard
through the last relay, where
Matt Barison '04 (with a time of
58.6) and Reece Lee '03 (with a
time of 54.1) had excellent 100
yard freestyle swims.
Brad Albus '01 put forth an
amazing performance with
scores of 239.25 and 245.25 on
the 1 and 3 meter diving boards.
Not only did Albus take first
place in both the diving events,
he missed national cuts in the
1-meter by 25 points and 30
points in the 3-meter. According
to senior captain Chris Nicholas, "The team as a whole swam
really hard. It show that our
training has paid off and that
we will do well future meets."
Though neither the Trinity
Men's or Women's team brought
home a victory, it was a well
fought meet. Both the men and
setting the stage for next Saturday when they will battle with
Connecticut College in one of
the most competitive meets of
the season.
; According to Coach Kristen
Noone, "It was an overall great
meet. We had some fine individual performances and almost everyone improved their
times. We're looking forward to
our upcoming meet against
Connecticut College."
The meet against Connecticut College will be on December 9th at home. The meet will
be at 1:00p.m. and is the last one
before winter vacation, so come
out and support the men's and
women's swim teams.

TEAMRESULTS
Trinity - 31, West. N,R Coll -21
Norwich • 33, Trin ity • 15
Norwich - 57, West N.E. -32

Trinity swimmers showing off their freestyle strokes.
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